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To; Phil Buchan
From: Dick McCormack
Here are a couple of rand om
thoughts which may be worth
pondering.
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In 1960 President Eisenhower's failure to pump up the
economy in time resulted in a Democratic President.
For this reason it is imperative that Vice President
Ford immerse himself deeply in the present game plan
for combating inflation.
He should make absolutely
certain that the scenario calls for reflation of demand-or loosening of the belt--by late Spring and Summer of
1976.
What this means is that much more stringent policies-both budgetary and monetary--will have to be adopted
for 1975 than would be the case if the excess liquidity
could be more slowly wrung out of the economy, say,
through 1976.
But here's the hooker: unlike 1971 when John Connally
and a number of other economically savvy and politically
aware individuals were around to modify the game plan
generated by the technicians, these people are now largely
gone.
And what few of these types still around now "Will
be rapidly bailing out in the next year to secure much more
lucrative jobs in private industry.
What this means is that the Vice President is going to have
to look out for himself in this matter.
There are two
steps he should take now: He should recruit a first rate
political economist and insert him deeply in the policy
making process. Secondly if the economic scenarios do
not call for a loosening of the belt--a considerable
loosening of the belt--by mid 1976, Ford should go to
the mat with the President on this issue.
And this is
a battle neither the Vice President nor the Republican
Party can afford to lose.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

July 10, 1974

T 0:

Phil Buchan

This paper has gotten fairly wide circulation over the past few years,
and some people tell me that it was useful to them.
Feel free to duplicate it and give it to anybody who might find it helpful.
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SOME THOUGHTS FOR NEWLY ASSJGNED
SENIOR POLITICAL

APPOI!'..T'fEE~

ON

THE MA!'\AGEHENT OF BUREAUCRACY

'

..
Richard T. McCormack
June 20, 19 70
President's Advisory Council
on Executive Organizaticn
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Dear Hr. HcCormack:
Wil Hastings gave to me a copy of your
paper on advice to new political appointees
in positions of &.ajor bureaucratic responsibility. I understand that Hil has already
relayed his compliments to you on the draft
-and I simply v:ant to add my own comment, in
spades. I really think you have produced an
extremely valuable and timely paper.

,.

I hope you will see that it gets wide
distribution.
With kindest regards,
'
iI

Sincerely,

I

L

Elliot L. Richardson
Mr: Richard .T. HcCormack ·

:,._ ..

·· · · ··,130 Executive ·Office Building

·...- ·.

_

·.Washington, D.C.
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INTRODUCTION

How can a few hundred top short-term politicallyappointed administrators, many with no man,agement experience
whatsoever, cope with a perm.:ment bureaucracy numbering in
the millions, and make a useful contribution to Government
and the public interest?
·The purpose of this paper is to collect the advice
of other political appointees at the Assistant Secretary
level and above who have faced the problem already in the
present or earlier administrations.
Basically the advice centers around ways of quickly
getting an understanding of your new job and obtaining the
cooperation

o~

the career people who will work for you.

Virtually eve.:yone intervic\,,ed stressed th<t Respect and
Knowledge wer•! the two keys to power in a l ureaucracy.

The

advice presen:ed suggests ho\-' to maximize loth.
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THE ROLE OF THJ;: POLITICAL APPOINTEE

Because as a new appointee you will generally have had no
part in developing the existing agency

fram~work,

programs, and

personnel, because you come from an outside background, because

..

you don't depend upon the internal forces

i~

your agency as the

ultimate source of your power, and because you know you will be
leaving shortly; you, as a political appointee can be more effective as a force for change than the permane1t staff in your agency.
But your job will not be an easy one.

At times the interests

of your agency or bureau will appear to conflict with the overall
program of the President.

.Noreover, it will be initially exceed-

ingly difficult for you to assess independently program recommendations prepared by your career officials

w~o

not only possess

vastly superior substantive knm.,rledge and experience, but who also
understand the orchestration of lobbyist,

p~litical

and other

elements.of program constituencies helpful in securing support
for individual. programs.

Despite these :1r-.biguities and handicaps,

some of your politically appointed predecessors have achieved great
success.
The
general

OthPrs failed.
rema~_nder
manag~ment

of this paper is designr d to provide some
suggestions to help you as a non-career official

do a better j ::>b •

•
:.r
'

1

\ ~r

II.
Because of the short job commitment of most political
appointees

(av:~rage

length, two years or so), whatever impact

you wish to make must be quickly planned and executed.

It is, therefore, of crucial importance that you learn in the
minimum time possible what's really going on in your agency--who
does what, and the problems and the
The

i~itial

opport~nities

for innovations.

mass briefings prepared by some agencies for

political mana5ers are of only marginal utility.

Individual private

briefings by h~ads ·of subdivisions and key specialists are better
so that you ca'.1 ask very basic questions which you might a-then-lise be
reluctant to pose in a larger meeting.

The Bureau of the Budget with

its central viewpoint and institutional memory. is equipped to provide
an especially useful briefing; and if arranged before your departmental briefin5, you will be able to ask more searching questions.
The BOB briefing can include such areas as:

1.

Pinpointing and outlining the historical background of
major issues and trouble spots within your department
c r agency.

2.
..

..

~

Suggesting how to anticipate end deal with possible
~ongressional

.

3.

~

problems during the confirmation process •

ugges ting how to identify an( cope with various special

·· :'.nterest groups and program c' nstituencies affecting your
department or agency.
Past incumbents of your office an often quite valuable as
briefers and the value of these previous jt•b incumbents
unofficial ccnsultants should not be over:Jooked.

as~pe.E~nen:~
.

.....
'-'=

....

~
'~

DURING THE FIRST HONTHS IN OFFICE

III.

Concentration on Key Areas
Peter Drucker, a management consultant, urges yo.u to ask
yourst!lf constantly this question:

"t<.That can I contribute which

will significantly affect the performance and results of the
institution I serve?"

Realizing the impossibility of getting

deeply involved in everything, successful political managers
concentrate on areas of maximum importance and sensitivity.
Hany initially stake out certain goals or projects and resist
as best they can the subsequent pressures to devote an increasing
amount of time to handling day-to-day crises.
Frequently this fire fighting role is assigned to deputies or
career staff in >.;rhom they have confidence.

Thus they are able to

concentrate ou innovation and change.
Program Constituencies
Political managers also seek to develop quickly an early
understa~ding

by their

of the respective program

depa~tments'

key programs.

cies entrustei to the program--or
pro'gram if

sional intere:;ts.

affected

This includes the bureaucra-

l~kely

ac~epted--lobbyis t groups~

c~~stituencies

to be entrusted to a new

the 1·ress, and various congres-

Recognizing the key imp •rtance of the program

constituencies, many political managers d€>vote considerable tim~ to
. understanding and working with these diver,;e interest groups.

Trusted

assistants a1e often dispatched to supple!r:!nt the efforts of the
•
:.political managers in these areas.

4

Staffing
'l11e fi.rs t thing to do is find out for yourself who can be

depended upon in the organization and start using them.
sheE:~·

The

limitations of one man make it clear that a key

part of your job is to find and attract first class talent to your
office and department.

It is particularly important in your immediate

office since the quality of your office reflects-your image to the
whole organization and to the outside and frequently determines your
effectiveness.

There is no question but t:1at this talent search will

initially require a substantial investment of your time; but superior
talent thus acquired provides an important multiplier affect upon
your power to influence the department and affect change.
For a

fe~.,

crucial positions, it is important that you seek

out and insert a key man upon whom you can absolutely rely so that
you can inflLence, instead of being

absorb~d

into, the organization.

It is particularly important that you have special confidence
in your.staff appointed to head Congressicnal Liaison, the Budget
or Controlle1 's office, and the Legal
. It

j

off_ic~ .

s also important that .staff. in Hhom you have special

confidence h.:nc!le your mail and appointment scheduling as well as
··control key· 1rocesses such as the legislative program development,
and the hiriLg, placement, and promotion of higher personnel.
One observer points out that gooG leadership talent does not
come from St:"">ntaneous generation--it must be taught, guided, and
supported by you.

In placing good peoplct it: is .:,}_so important that they be
in influential positions so' that the organization cannot neutralize
them.
Remer.1ber also the disaster that befell Lincoln by appointing
a series of well-rounded, congenial, incompetent general.

Lee, on

the other hanc!, named his entire general staff from men with great
personal de fee ts and flaws, but he knew the strengths of each
individual anC. built his organization on these strengths.
This type of staffing requires the top political manager
to devote sam£-_ time to acquiring an understanding of what special
tasks and func:tions each key slot is expected to accomplish.

A

few telephone calls to previous incumbents of each key office can,
in many cases, provide this information.
be chosen to

·.~ill

TI1en specialized men can

the slots.

Even in the best of all possible \varlds, ·you will have very
few positions at your disposal to fill.

And \vhile many new political

managers feel rather lonely during the first few \,'eeks or months in
their ne\-1 .res,>onsibilities, many who have i1eld such positions in
the past s tr."lrtgly advise against filling t 1e fe\-7 discretionary
positioris wie1 trusted old friends with little relevant experience~
When this -doe; occur, -the political manager and his inexperienced
friends tend :lefiantly to circle the wagor :> and spend a large amount
of their time in an isolated state of sieg2, fighting off what they
-view as hostile attacks and sabotage by
...· ...

-------~· --~--·----..
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bureaucracy.
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GENERAL

IV.

HANAGEI1E~"T

PROBLD-fS

·The Bureaucracv

A.

Obtaining Support and Loyalty.
The better managers interviewed do not harbor the illusion

~

-.

that the few spaces available for them to fill will enable them to
manage the department.

There is a real neEd to elicit the coopera-

tion of the permanent bureaucracy since in their ranks rests a vast
institutional memory of experience and infc·rmation, and since they,
in the last analysis, must carry out \vhat you \vant done.
One former appointee commented:

"1he way to get the most

out of the career ranks is to remember that bureaucrats are people
and they respond the way you and I do in very human terms.

If you

take the time to seek them out and get to know them, to have lunches
with them, learn about their families, professional problems, their
strengths and weaknesses, their ideas abou!. the department and give
them praise and recognition for jobs well
time will be repaid many times over by

(~one,

che~r

your investment in

and productivity ..• And

.. _you will h_ave· received an invaluable educa'::ion as

a result.'

"If, Jn the other hand, you and yo tr immediate staff preside
in comparativ~ isolation over the d~partment, nurture fears about
being captured by the bureaucracy,·· you will be shut off from an
invaluable reservoir of information, ideas, and.criticism.

And

your· career staff will not·have· a clear idea of your own priorities
.and ideas.

11.-anagement of.your department will suffer as a result .• '':.:

Another political manager phrased it somewhat differently.

"On January 20 our administration was able to appoint a veneer of
a few hundred managers and administrators to superimpose upon a
massive permanent career establishment of nearly 3 million civil
servants.

And even though God is undoubtedly on the side of our

David, the odds are simply too great to indulge in
open battle with this Goliath.

continu~d

For in this battle, there is neither

victor nor _vanquished, just an endless

seri~s

of skirmishes that

divert the energies of both the political appointee and the
career officials from department business tn personal clashes
and disgruntlement.
"Instead we must rely largely on the carrot plus information to induce voluntary cooperation."
Yet, there are occasions \·Jhen the ·;tick is absolutely
necessary, but only after having first made a real effort to determine
the facts and reason \dth the individual in10lved.

Host personnel

management problems stem less from active a:ternpts to sabotage or
shirk than frc:n m:i sunders tandings.

Outlini .1g the big picture and

· .his part in it will frequently. tum an uncuoperati ve or poorly
performing sul:ordinate into a loyal and useful worker.

Hen simply

cannot do gooc· work vhen uninformed or uncc:1vinced of its significance.

. .. ··-:·: .·..

.....

.:

.. ..·

... , .

lS.

:<.c:t,;oval of incornpe tent personnel.
\o.T[lile

a number of political managers complained about the

difficulty of getting rid of high civil servants whose performance
and personality were causing problems, others flatly denied this to
be a significant issue.

The latter's experience led them to believe

that simply telling a poorly performing employee that you believe
him not to be the right man for the job for X reasons and that you
want your own man in the slot usually suffices to cause him to look
elsewhere for employment.

This is particularly true if you offer

him a bit of time and any one of many-possible face-saving means to
depart graciously.
In those rare cases where cooperation is refused, the
Civil Service Commission or a symp.athetic agency's general counsel
can outline m'1re drastic means to remove the man.
Identifying and replacing problem personnel should be
done as soon es possible after you take office.
C.

Some general suggestions for dealing '"ith the career officials.
1.

C:et to know the key individuaJ career men.

Find out

\·hat each man does, and how ec ch man vie\.;s his own job
and responsibility.
2 • . ~k questions.
3.

Don't make

· :-:ssue clear directives to

asEumptions~
you~·~

department.

Almost

· t!Very man wants to do what is expected of him.
j

When he

1oes not do so, it is usually because he has not been
· .lnstructed properly-.

·

~--

,_.

i -.;

u;:

"''

..........._._.~

-............ ____.. _.., __
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4.

Let the department know your views, objectives, and
where you stand on each issue.

5.

Find out what comes in and what goes out of your
This includes correspondence and telephone

office.
calls.
6.

Your secretary can keep a record.

Loyalty must be constantly sought and earned.
the comment from Hachievelli's subordinate:

Remember
"What

have you done for me lately?"
7.

Endeavor to align individual self-interests with
institutional interests, and with your interests.

8.

Ascertain the biases and viewpoints of each component
of your department.

9.

Remember that the expectation of an evil, sabotaging,
!mcooperative bureaucracy can easily become a selffulfilling prophecy.

As you treat a man, so will he

often be.
10.

If you detect a morale problem, ask yourself the·
following questions:
ft.·

Are your subordinates \veE infonned?

h.

Are they ~u~f{cie~tly trained for the assignment~ ·
you give them?

,:.

What are their individual chances for promotion
and advancement?

.1.
··. . .. .

.:

.. ·.

~:

.

.

.. ...

~

.

.

.. ··. ·;,.··

Are you giving them good ·.dministration?

e • . Do t_hey have.. confidence lr you?
f.

Do you re\,rard them for do' ng a good job?

. '· ;-
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11.

Insist on high but just standards of performance from
your subordinates.

And give p:.1blic recognition to the

good work done by them.

When criticism of a subordinate

is necessary, alY?ays do it in private.

Do everything

you can do to increase the personal pride of your
subordinates.

12.

Make a systematic search to idantify the best that
the bureaucracy has to offer, then concentrate on
providing it with challenge anJ leadership.

13.
'

In staffing up new ventures, take advantage of the
high level of bureaucratic tal2nt usually found in
other young or new organizations in an agency.

14.

Consider the alternative of creating new groups to
~andle

particularly important innovative programs.

Not only does this give the political manager an
opportunity to design a ne\v in;trument from scratch
for a specific purpose, but al3o has the effect of
fixing responsibility on a tea'II.

The entire new

ream. not only has . the posi ti \ ~ stimulus of knowing
that they were specifically chosen for this important

.

.

r.ew task, but also are aware tnat subsequent promotion
\<.'ill depend upon successfully accomplishing the high
:isibili ty mission entrusted them.
· 15.

t"' ..

·

.._:·: .. ;_

..

·:·, ..

•'.'

J~espect

for you personally anll professionally is the

[·.
l

.,.. (:.~rrency
which you
have. to
.de<;Jl
with. the bureaucracy .•.•:..f
·,
. . .
•
.
.
Cooperation comes from respect.

,
.

~

.~.

-"

16.

Don't corm:nit yourself until you understand an issue.

17.

Remember that knowledge is power in any bureaucracy.

18.

D~velop

a good information system.

· B'!..1.lding an Information System
It's very easy to be insulated and isolated at the top.
Narrow vertical reporting systems sometime_s have a way of ensuring
that only the lowest common denoffiinator of ideas and proposals
survive the filters to reach the top -- and these

slo~.;rly.

A geed in:formation system can greatly reduce this problem

and consists of two distinct elements:
1.

Devising a format for reporting through the regular
channels which will reduce the distortion factor.

2.

Developing additional sources of infonnation and
_!~1formati.on

processin_g_.

In stch matters, you must strike a careful balance

ben~een

trust (for motale and confidence purposes) and distrust (to obtain
information ir, spite of c.uthori ty and line channels).

Excess in

either direction will pr<:ve counter produclive and often leads to
opposite and (qually counterproductive

eYresses by frustrated

adminis tra ton .
One ,. ay to make the regular repor ing channel work for
you is to insist that original reports be
presented for your action.

~ncluded

in the package

The comments o:'- others who have seen

the report, I'2edless to say, increase its ;alue to you in making a
"·.

_·,.·
·-

: -- ·.. ._

•,

.

.

'

..~: .•..

decision, bt..t the conunents in themselves ace not sufficient unless

~

. -:· ..
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you have consciously decided to delegate full responsibility in
this particulcr matter to another trusted individual or individuals.
This system also has a great virtue of combating one of
the

g~eatest

enemies of good work -- anonymity; this assures the

man who labored to produce the original report that his contribution
will be recogLized -- by perhaps the· Secretary himself.

This system

also reduces the likelihood of undue influ£!nce in the decision-making
process by the opinionated but ill informed.
A second way to make the regular reporting channels work
for you is to set targets, milestones, etc., and to insist upon
quantifiable r·rogress reports at regular intervals on activities
about which you have a special interest.

This is particularly

true about those areas which you have selected for major innovation.
Keep your reporting heirarchial
the middlemen
original

flat.

Eliminate

The shorter the lines of communication between the

repo~ter

for distortiO'L.

s~ructure

and the political appointee, the less likelihood

A model, impractical in most institutions, is the

Bureau of the Budget which at key periods, preserves an almost two-

tie~ reportL~g relationship between th~ i~ lividual Burea.ti of the
Budget examin~rs who cull the information from the agencies ~nd th~
· Director who :nus t ultimately make the larg ~ budget decisions.

\,Tflile

this is quite impractical for agency-wide application, its selective
usage in high priority areas merits consideration.
The undesired middlemen in a reporting chain can be circum-.
",

.::. .

:.

..

·· · · vented either by reorganizing· to create a flat. reporting system, or
.
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by such

vario1~

1.

by-pass devices as:

Recurrent informational or friendly personal contacts
with officials two or more levels below on the heirarchy.

It is a sound practice to include intermediate

superiors, or at least inform them of such visits.

2.

A few young personal assistan.ts who can move comfortably
at lm-.'er echelons and act openlv as vour eves and ears.

3.

Talks \'<'ith department or bureau clients or others from
the outside who deal directly with the lower departmental
echelons.

Here, too, include appropriate subordinates

at such talks as practicable.
4.

Hechanized means of communication that channel reports
directly from the loh'es t to the highest level, but ,,•hich
permit cornmen t

though not alteration -- by intermediate

officials.

· ··Need> will vary from agency· to ·ag•mcy, as .\·iill. the appro-, · ·
priatehess of various types of information systems.

You will be the

judge yourself as· to what kinds· of redunda1cy you must build into·
your information generating system to ensu:e that you get all the
information you need to make intelligent c.2cisions.

You should,

however, makE certain that your staff, particularly young personal
.

..

. . ·.

aides,
.

.

·~

ar~ n~t per~itted

'·:

~o

give orders 5I. your name to line personnel
,·. . ... ·.

...... :. .

Their activit ics should be restricted to iaformation
personally a•lvising you.

·-

l.lf

Information Processing System
One seasoned Washington veteran suggested instructing your
staff to compile a list of names, addresses
of

ex~erts

~nd

telephone numbers

in areas of particular interest affecting your department.

These experts can be found in the Bureau of the Budget, other government agencies, congressional staffs, as well as in the business and
academic world.

These experts, combined with a small personal staff

with an analytical bent to poll the experts regularly, can serve
both to generate new ideas and initiatives, and to comment on the
ideas and recommendations generated from below the career ranks.
On broad issues of particular complexity or controversy,
task forces, senior advisory committees, or teams of consultants,
can be organized to provide part of the information gathering and
processing function.

Titese devices are particularly

usef~l

in such

matters as departmental reorganization, program innovation or termination, or changes in personnel policy where the bureaucracy can
sometimes be . ~xpected to resist major initiatives or subvert them

.

once begun •.
The literature suggests a number ,,f more formal information
proces~ing

systems appropriate in some sitiations.

It points out

that any atte.npt to control one large orga:tization requires another,
though much s;naller organization.

:This· i::; the staff which ·processes

the information, verifies it, and more impntantly, helps suggest
ways of using it to further the policy ma}er's objectives.
·~.

.-.

_._

..:_,

"':.··,.·

:

~.

This is

. . :.;.•·, ...

··:-· .. ·..

.,<"-"t:;.\11

.~

t·~._

L
".:}>

···. ."'',·"•....
~:

.
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the

monitoring organization, policy planning staff, office of

system analysis, etc., etc.
Effective monitoring staffs often have personnel structures entirely separate from those of the bureaus they monitor.

If

officials were constantly shifted back and forth between the inspectors and the inspected, monitors under some circumstances could be
motivated to ign·.)re mistakes and deviations in hope of being treated
similarly when t1ey were being inspected and to avoid career damage
when they return to their norrnal jobs.

Thus, moni taring and infor-

mation processing bureaus that are not at least partly staffed by
personnel with separate career paths are often half-hearted operations.
IT SHOCLD BE ENPHASIZED, HOh'EVER, THAT TECW-;IQUES OF
BY USING ZEALOUS

HO:\ITORI~G

AGE:\CIES

CO~TROL

:-ruST EE PRUDE:\TLY APPLIED.

The

Office .of .Syster·s Analysis of the Department of Defense, for example,
greatly increased the control of the Secretary over·the decision
making process of the Department and resulted in a substantial net
increase in org1nizational effectiveness, but this occurred at a not
inconsequehtial cost.

This cost included a jegree of demoralization

of many highet career of~icers.
.

.

..

.

.

In the vast majority of administrative situations,

encourag~

ing cooperatior by developing genuine rappott ~ith upper levels of
the permanent

f:

taff, and developing non-has\ ile information net\.:orks

are considerably more effective .

... · ..

'..

-~·

-·. ..
-

.

. ..

' '

: .~.

.

:

.
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Follow Through
Johnathan Daniels in his book Frontier on the Potomac
illustrates the problem of follow through at the highest levels:
"Half of a President's suggestions, which theoretically
~arry the weight of orders, can be safely forgotten by a
Cabinet member. And if the President asks about a suggestion n second time, he can be told that it is being
investigated. If he a~ks a·third time, a wise Cabinet
officer will give him at least part of what he suggests.
But only occasionally, except about the most important
matters, do Presidents get around to asking three times."
If the President has this problem, less senior political
appointees face the same difficulty multiplied by a considerable
factor because orders are simply not self-executing.
The narrO\v vertical reporting system, which distorts
information on the way up, operates the same \vay in reverse v:hen
the political manager issues a directive.

In the long process from

him to the final man who r.mst pull the right lever, all kinds of
distortion and fudging is possible -- and in bureaucratically unpopular
directives -- very likely indeed.

And it is almost impossible to

pinpoint respJnsibility for this fudging and consequent non-compliance.
~

-- ·.

In the ext rem~ cases, the operating level _>eople ,,,ill be without clear
directives from you, and by sheer weight of numbers, will set the
course.

Some. times it's not ·really clear w 10 is running whom .
. A ntmber of follow-through aids are often developed by

political managers:

·'··

··-. ·.·.,·.. ,...

.,.......

'-··

·,;

1.

Information networks are esteblished.

2.

Virtually all directives are put in writing.
.

;
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3.

An ultimate reporting deadline, including a quanti-

fiable goal, is included in the directive.

4.

On larger projects, a number of quantifiable progress
reports are scheduled.

5.

On less significant matters, the subordinate is
directed to deliver progress .reports to someone other
than the man who issued the directive.

6.

The one to whom the order is issued is consulted as
to the feasibility of the suggested reporting deadline.

7.

A single briefing team is often used to inform all
levels of a heirarchy about a nc\.:r procedure, policy
decision, or program to be developed.

8.

A small special follm,'-up staff is organized.

9.

Subordinate organizations are encouraged to improve
their mm follm.;-up procedures and staffs.

10.

rersonally asking from time-tc-time about progreis
c·n key directives even if only \dth a "tickler"
.··

·.

.

·~··:

·:

Change and Organiza~i~~al Stress
Noth:ng can be more calculated to create dissent, sabotage,
insecurity, ;t;1d outright fear among affected career employees than ·
the prospect t;f a poorly understood imminer t change.
'· .
. ' •·.

·.. ;

~

'·

f

:

.,',.··

.·.... ··

A leader who appears capricious and unpredictable causes
his underlings confusion and uncertainty as to what is happening
in the present and what can be expected in the future.
The prevention of this kind of stress is not only desirable
from a humanitarian paint of vie\v, but in view of the disruptions
entailed, a very practical requirement

affecting the desired

fo~

change and for agency operation generally.

You should, therefore,

in most circumstances, avoid appearing arbitrary in imposing change
upon your department.
It is first of all necessary to remember that people are more
moved by appeals to the feeling man than to the ra tiona! man.

Thus,

in producing changes, you must identify and deal with the basic
permanent structural units of the department or agency and the
respective systems of belief-- their mores, traditions, customs,
and values.
Actually changing the traditions and customs of any bureaucratic sub-culture is exceedingly difficult -- if not impossible.
The altern'ative is to examine the traditions in question and .try to
work wi thir. t 1em, using the areas wf1ich yo
flexible.

1

see to be elastic and

Th;se areas almost ah.;ays offer you a wide field within

which to oper1te.
The easiest way to launch

~

painful change is often to bring

the effected parties to your office -- sinsularly or as a group
and solicit L1eir views --:- not on your prrposed
._._.,..·.:.

;-_.

;

;

~

.-,.

..

chan~,

\vhich you
.

....···..:
···•

.•·--··

change for s0lution.

The group may suggest to you a less painful but equally
effective mean> of dealing with the problem.

They may even

suggest the change which you have in mind, in Hhich case it becomes
their• solution.
And in the worst of all cases, they will realize that you
had consulted them about the problem and that they had been unable
to come up

wit~

a solution.

So when you reconvene the group to ask

again if any s::>lution has occurred to anyone, and in the absence
of any, propose your change, it will appear that you have been fair
and have done everything possible to seek another less painful
solution.
At ti:nes, massive changes should be tried out first on a
pilot basis -- and after the indicated modifications have been made,
apply them to the whole, using the successful precedent of the
pilot operaticn to allay fears and uncertainties.
When, upon occasion,. an arbitrary change is forced by unchangeable outside ( ircun:stances, then an
make it

app~2~

himself \,'ith
·~

.·

~

admini~

trator is \,'ell advised to

as reasonable as possible ard to avoid protecting
ilcnce -- \.Jhich of all the c< urses open in a difficult

. situation, is· often .the most tempting, anc:l the least profitable ...

'

· · FinaJ ly, in proposing· a1. terations in policy and in other·.
connections,
·have been in
.......

..

·

"-.

,.. ··.

· · ·. · · · · ·
·. ·.·'

~.t

I

is well not to be too afra: d of admitting that you

rror.

It is better to have 1 eople believe that you

··are honest,· tLan' to try· to convince· them
•

••

••

•

M

•
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you are infallible.
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The Management of Time

Virtually all those interviewed st::ess'ed the necessity
to husband most carefully your scarcest resource -- TU!E.
Your secretary should be periodically instructed to keep
a ·detailed hour-by-hour account for a day

o·~

two of how your time

is actually spent.
~hould

In examining the time record, you

ask yourself the

following questions:

1.

'1-.1J1ich cateeory of activities d) I devote time to
which need not be done at all, and merely wastes
time without producing justifiable results?

These

should be eliminated.
2.

\\'hich of these activities on mv time log could be
done by somebody else just as ·;ell, if not better?

3.

'1-.'hich of my activities wastes ::he titae of others unjus ti fiab ly?

, · 4.
.

I:.o X control my t.ime o.r d9 I let my telephone.and

n-ail ·<lei it?

~.

.

...

... , ·

.

Pete1 Drucker identifies a ·number of classic time wast;ers·:

1.

Jrises \,'hich recur peri<?dicalli_- and which, with a
l-it ·of planning, could become routinized.

2.
. :·

·.
··:: · ..

.. :-·

,":,.

...

!Jverstaffing - which often ca1 ses more \vork than it ·
~ccomplishes.

..

·A work force tno large or overqualified
... /

..•

..

. ·_

. ..

... . .

.,for the .j,oo .is.invar:iably
inE-fficient
. .
.
.

'

'

~

.

'

.

:

.

J•eople then become an imped:i.r"..>n t to
than a means to it.

.

.

'

.·· ·.··

.

:. .

.·

........ ,

.. :

!in~·~ei!lo.ralit<ed ...•. ,._ .
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3.

Malfunction in infonnation -- garbled, incomplete
transmittal of' directives and reports.

Oral direc-

tives and reports are a chief villian.

4.

]·Ialorganization -- The sympton of malorganization
is an excess of meetings, although, obviously, some
meetings are both good and necessary to boost morale
and to sound out individuals informally early in the
decision making process.

Drucker maintains that

excessive meetings are by definition a concession to
deficient organization, ·for one either meets or works.
Since time is the scarcest resource, unless it is wellmanaged, nothing else can be managed .

.
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THE WHiTE HOUSE
WASH!NGTON

TO:
From:

July 22 , 1974

RAYNOND PRICE
Richard t1cCormack

Enclosed are a series of questions that the President should bluntly
ask his economic advisors. The memorandum enclosed is ~backup for
these questions.
Not all of the ideas in this pape
~ld be included in the speech
by the President. If I had had ti .... ~.-111'e or staff resout·ces to do
some t ght econoric analj~is, I might well have discarded some of
the smaller proposals . I offer this paper only to orovoke thought
by those now in tl1e proct:ss of hammering out the single most crucial
economic message of this Administration.
But there are three things of which I affi certain.
1. If the Presid~nt on Thursday does not t:onvince a skeptical
Amer·ican people that he knm·1s \-.Jhat he is doing, and that some rapid
progress on infl act~on is in prospect, the chances that tne Presirlant
will he imoeorl, p~ r:re v~s r:ly incrt:~.:\~P.d. Puhlir npinin"! t~nd :~ 1 d)lic
approval of the President--not le . . . 1 points--will determine hm-t the
House and Senate act on impeachment.

2. If there is any quest·ion in the President's mind as to the wisdom of the econo:ili c plan proposed to him by his advisors tlli s \'leekend, he should b./' all means postpone his speech on Thursday . He
can use the Cyprus crisis as a perfectly understandable reason for
holding up fine1l action on his economic policy development.
3. If he doesn •t get sati s factor} uns\·'ers to his questions, or if
he has fundamental doubt about what ~auld or would not work, he should
call in John Connally for a prive~c ~~ad to head talk.

SUMMARY OF MEMORANDUM

THE BASIC PROBLE!'-IS

There arc two primary problems afflict ing the world economy
right now, from ,,·hich other smaller but still potentially
dangerous secondary difficulties emerged.
The first: A fundamental inflation caused by too much money
chasing too few goods exists in virtually every industrialized
country, and a wage-push inflation is rapidly developing.
The second: The sudden and massive increase in the price of oil
threatens to overstrain the fina11cial capacity of the free world
to assimilate it.
AN OVERALL
•

I

I, ROGRA~I

In gcner[ll, many econor:d sts believe that the economic policies
of the Administratiori should observe the following six main
principles:

.

,.

'

1.
Tight money policies should be continued by Arthur
Burns at the FED.

2.
These should be supplemented by a considerable cut in
the Budget -- at least 10 billion.
3.
As weak spots begin to appear in the <:c:ono!'l)' Hh:!ch
tl1reaten to get out of control, the Federal Government must be
prep a red to step in quickly \vi th rescue operations. It is
important that order be maintaine~.
4.
Money in the hands of consumers should be reduced, and
more resources should be channeled into capital investment to
increase the supply of goods.
5.
The Administration should clamp down hard now ldth antiinflation meas ures because long term gradualist progr~1ms are
likely to be irrelevant and discarded after 1976 or earlier.
6.
A close eye must be p~~L ly kep on the turbulent conditions
in the financial world caused by the· quadruple increase in the
price of oil. We must attempt to project t~e mcdiu1n and· long
range consequences of this neh' development and take s.teps to
protect. the system.
Selective
•
' · I Wage and price control should be reimposed on the
economy without delay.
The following discussion goes into some of these poin ts
detail .

...c
Q

A FINAL CONSIDERAriON

.

,.>8

. Unless the President on Thursday convinces the American people tha
he knows what he is doing in the eco nomic a r ea and that stability and
a decrease in in.fl'ltion i~ in proc-p ct, th< ch· n~e~ fori q··< c ~
t

.......

"""

.

;

-·

QUESTIONS FOR THE PRESIDENT TO ASK HIS ECONOf'.IIC
ADVISERS
1.
Based on the present game plan, at what rate will
inflation decrease? 1974-1975-1976?

2.
Will the Administration by Summer of 1976 be able to
initiate mildly stimulative economic policies, or will the
Republican party have to face the elections w1th a serious case
of national stagflation -- high unemployment and high inflation?
3.
What will .long term inflation do to the social and
economic fabric of the United States?
4.
If our Administration is unable to make serious progress
against inflation, what steps is a Democratic administration
likely to take in 1977?
S.
What can be done to curb the currency speculation that
has led to the downfall of three major international banks
within the past month? (Franklin, Herstatt, Israel/British)
6.
Can an effective program to curb currency speculation
be developed hy the Secretary of the Treasury ~ith0ut dislo~ating
the legitimate business in which currency transfers are a means
rather than an end in themselves?
7.
What are the likely consequences t0 the U.S. and world
economy if my speech does not convince the informed public that
our policies are likely to make meaningful progress on inflation?
8.
If a substantial tax increase does not seem politically
possible, are there other means to reduc~ consumer demand that
h~ve beeri t~ied successfuily in other countries?
Would "!. "refund~ble t,a..x s_vrcha:r,ge on tpcomes '·' t .<;> b~
tb the people once the ecortomy cooled off and capnc1ty
...g-r.ew be a feasible al.ternati_v:e · he·r e? : · . ·· · .. ·
.··
· · ..
.

·- .

9.

rettirn~~

'

..

Wasn't this kind of program very successful 1n Germany
.: ..
.. ·;"· ..... , . .
.. .. .. . . ·.: . , ~ . .; .· .
many year? a~?.?

•

-

•"' "

• r

..

•

10.

11. Would it be feasib le to encourage savings by asking
Congress to exempt the first 500-1,000 dollars in interest
earned from income tax? Hasn't this been done successful~y in
Europe?

.....

I•
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12. If the Administration were to throw its weight
beyond the capital gains reductioh passed this week by the
Ways and Means Commit~ee, would be able to get it passed by
the Congress?
13. Would a reduction in capital gains tax enable business
to float new stock issues to ·finance capital expansion?
14.

Would this cause the stock market to rise?

15. Would Government guarantee of utility bonds reduce
bond interest rates by taking the risk out of these bonds?

16. Would a reimposition of the interest equalization tax
prevent American dollars from going overseas in search of the
highest interest rate?
17. Would this step increase the availability of capital
to finance expansion in the U.S.?
18. Would this step reduce inflationary pressures in
Europe and reduce the volitility in the international currency
market?

19. Would selective imposition of measures requ1r1ng a
larger down payment reduce demand sufficiently to warrant the
additional burden that the depressed auto industry would have to
bear?
20. Would a budget slash of 10 billion dollars have an
anti-inflationary impact beyond the direct withdrawal of the
10 billion dollars?
A

I,

o

_., ...

I

21.

Would not the visible pain and suffering that the
government would ha•c to un~crgo be psychologically re ssuring
.. . . ·~t o tlie Americ~no p.eopl~ .-. - -c o·mr.i.nc:i,~g t_hem t:.h.at t})e ,_gove+:nro~.nt
. · ... is serious about reducing spending and lnflation?
·· · · · ·
",. • ,·•·"£
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~2 . . What can .be ~one to help the worker ana his family who
have been hit much harder than more afflu nt .\mcricans by the
, • ,i.n:f;lation? .
:····.···. .. ..
. ....'·· . .. .. .
. •... , . .. . ...
_.

23. What can be done to increase the supply of
purchased by workers and their families especially?
24.
problem?

What are our plans for coping with the oil

...:·
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25. Are there ways in which the impact of the oil dollar
problem on the financial world can be reduced?
26. Is the price ~f
prevent one or two of the
off production nntil such
and an upward pressure on

oil likely to decline? What is to
major OPEC countries from simply cutting
time as a new supply shortage develops
prices is reestablished?

27. Did not Kuwait effectively do this last week? And
merely by threatening a cut-off, secure a higher price for its
oil?
28. Within a very short time, will not the vast currency
resources of the Arabs permit then to reduce production at will
without disrupting their own development policies and plans?
29. What options does this country have if it appears that
the increase in the price of oil cannot be borne by the world's
industrial countries without risking a major depression or
financial collapse?
30. Isn't wage and price controls the only way we will be
able to ~ale sjgnificant reduction in inflation during the lifetime of th~s A~minis~rat ion
even if we continue with tight
money and balanced budgets?

,
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July 22 , 1974
MEMORANDUi,l FROM RICHARD NCCORJ.lACK
RE :

Policy Suggestions for the President's
Thursday Speech on the Economy
INTRODUCTIONS

Ideally, an economic plan for the nation should be long range
in nature with a heavy eMphasis on gradualism and stability.
However, the economic dec is ions of the Governn1ent affect the
lives and prosperity of ~illions in a very direct way . Thus,
economic plans which are long range solutions to immediate and
painful problems stand the risk of being overwhelmed by political
events. For example, 2. long range gradual1st solution to the
present inflation run the al~ost certain risk of being
repudiated in mid course by the people in the 1976 elections .
An economic program Hhich ignores the political real'ty stands
in as great a danger of being overtaken by events as an economic
program designed by political expediency, which ignores basic
economic la\'.'S.
The best example of gradualisr1 \\'as Paul ~!cCracken 's "soft landing"
economic game plan of 1960-70. Although it ·~·as beginning to
have some imp~ct, the approach o~ L~e elcctic~s ·=de it necessary
t o abandon it and initiate a more stimulative economic progrrun .

, .. . . '

The policy decisions due this week culminating the President's
s peech on Thursday arc really this Administration's last chance
to address the central problen o...: inflation. AT,d I a:n fearful
that iv.e will once again c.rr on the side of gra.dual~sm and w.ind
up fa~ing the· 1976 ·ele<;:i;ions \lli th. nothing more than :another · ·
dose of the stagfla~ion that ~~·experienced after two years · ~£
:the McCracken plan.
·
·
.·~

'ri'

r,:·

: ·:·

:.:, ..:._...

:,.
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WHY IS. TT ·ESSENT.IAL- THAT WE. no SOl!'ETHING ·
ABOIJf THE f':4 LATION S00, 1

,,•'"••"'

.,,f'·~:·;.':;._\:~·.•.,•:•·!•.£,"): .~·:"l

ne~ econom~c- policy ,should be· executed ··dur·ing 197§ ·and·. th~
first half o{ 1976. In Spring of 1976 we nust b~ abl6.to take
off the brakes, stimulate dcnand, reduce un~; loymcnt or be
p repared t o suffer the inevitagle political consequences . ~--~

A

~

•'.

.

.;
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The people who are hurt most by inflation are older people,
thrifty people, and solid citizens. Moreover, government has
a responsibility to develop policies that reward the virtuous ,
the prudent, and the thrifty. Continued inflation penalizes
these individuals for their very virtues -- and seems to reward
·· the debtor and the spendthrif+. The solid ci t1zens of America
hold the society and the political system together . Once these
people become demoralized, disallusioned with their government,
and assume a passive role in the political ar na, a vacuum is
crca ted in \vhich dcmaroguery and ultimately tyranny spawn. The
political history of the ~irst half of the 20th century is
strewn with examples of this .
There is a feeling of great unease abroad in the land today.
Three ntajor world banks -- the Franklin, the Herstatt, and the
Israel/Br itish -- have become fi nancial basket cases.
The stock market has plunmeted, a trend Hhich can only continue
as earnings decline in the coming recession.
The petrodollar problem l1angs threateningly over the world
financial system.
Disintermediation -- where funds are withdrawn rapidly from
thrift institu ti ons -- threatens the solvency of some savings
and loans and overextended bank s.
The bond market, because of the general financial apprehensiveness and overstrain, has sent interest rates beyond the range
of many needy utilities, ~unicipalities, and corporations .

.,._ __
M~ch. oJ 9ur ba.~i r;:_ transporta.t ion infrastruc ure .-- the railroads
· . . :.. :.. .·is e:itlwr ac~t1a1ly insolvent:··o'r on · tiie brink of _p anki-uptcy .. , : ... -:..

mafor

.

~-

irrd'Lrs:tr.ial ·11it-t"ioi1 ·in .t he f.rec world is .Ja~~.d ~vith · -ttie: .
;.-:~•. ::·.::i: ..nc;:c.d;~t.o. m~ke.~.m ~j.QJ unsot.t.l..iqg .. a<;ijustment_s in its energy consumpt·ion· and trade patte'tii.s' iW 6rd'er:· ·fo ~·t;i(· a):>-le :to-·pa:Y,. ..-the.··,now. ~.. ~·--;·:.·· ·.~:~ 7 ;.r·..~
quadrupled prices for i~ported oil.

· · · · ... ·Every

,.:> ·;.. ·· :·seb:lu~;e · ·of

'the sky·ro=c~e.ti-ng ·i~t..e.r.na.l · i_-n.f.l.a ~io.n, i11 ev~.:ry. maj.q_r ...
industrialized ccuntr ', iii-tuatly ·e\;cry government: ·s·irnull·ane·ou.s:r-y ' ~~
is having to deflate -- clamp down on monetary and fiscal policy.

3 -

Labor -- on a world-wide bas1s -- has been demanding and
receiving massive wage increases -- guaranteeing still another
hefty round of price increases -- and presumably subsequent
wage incre ases .
And this is by no means a coraplete catalogue of the economic
probl ems we face .
Nor is it surprising under th~se circumstances that there is a
deep-seated and swelling feeling of apprel1en iveness , beginning
with the world banl·ers and pu tratinp- into virtu<lly every
hous ehold. And because the Korld's cccnoNy -- and more
particularl y the world's financial structure -- depends upon
con fidence , this general apprc·1 ensiveness combined \vi th these
fundamen t a l structural probleffis is exceedingly dangerous.
I cite all of this to underscore my belief that in the face of
th is general situation, the !resident of the United States cannot
appe ar on television and make a speech that docs not offcy
genuine promise of greatl~- reducing the inflc..tion within the
next 18-24 months .
The re are simply too many forces now exerting an upward push
on prices for the i1. fl a.tio"t . . o de:crcas~..: uy i -:: .... l f i;1 the d,~ cnce
of strong act1cn by our go,CTic.lent .
l;;

If the Presi dent appears on television and says , in effect, to
the peOf lcs of the \,•orld ther(• is nothing tl:a·
<1n be done
except wait for the inflat1on to burn itself out, it will have the
following results:
The stock market will plurnnet still further. Wage demands will
intensify. And the financjal structure will Jecome increasingly
~

s}:lak-ey..

there

mus~

be a

··

r~alistic ~1iernativc

...

..

to this.

::q1e ,AIIl(:Hi.~~~:· P,~9P.l~=·' ! .:_.?.t~~p-e_<;t. ~.·-,\~·o.v.f.CJ,._:Jl}!-<::!1_..~ ratl~er h~.i~.h.t~n_
belts f<.Y"t a ·fiXed p,e"tl.O"a O..f.~ real aU:s.teT-1 ty thtin l1nget on
anticipation of continued Rassive inflation.

In ~ t -s .. s.t·arkcs t -f~>rlll. the _c pti 0ns .for the Pr.es.idcnt,. are .th is. . :.. .
ective controls and lnJher unempJ oynent in 197 5 or continued high
inflation through 1976 .
selective

I urge that we opt for; controls and higher unemployment
so that we can have higher employment and a more stable
and pr1ces in 1976 an1 bevcnd.

.. ...• .,....... .

... ...

. ... ,.

t• • •

Let's address the
two prinary problems separately, with an
eye to what can and must be done now , and what we can profitably
put off until later.
Because there is so litt~e time before the 1976 elections , and
because the inflation problem is so acute, Immediately steps
must be taken to take uoney out of the ht ds of consumers to
reduce the pressure on demand , 1 rh ile at the same time putting
more money and more resources into the hands of the producers
of goods and services.

The classic device to take money out the hands of consumers is
to increase income taxes . There are, howe cr, several disadvantages
to this. It l\'ould be p li... ically unpopular at a time when the
President may not be able to afford this unpopularity. At very
least, it would make it very di ficult to reduce the taxes on
business -- 1\'llich is the classic J:le-n s to provide industry with
the capital to make major expansions .
Moreover, pressures to spend the revenues call rtcll by the
increased taxes would inevitably develop in the Congress and
within the Executive br~nc
And th1s would t 1 ~ to mitigate
the \vhole pu.1. p.o ~ t.:.f t.he ~ .. r ere~ sc.
There are, however , other ways in 1-:llich money can be taken out
of the hands of consumer spenders:
One is to encourage people to put more of their money in thrift
institutions. Right now the collapse of some banks and the very
high rate of inflation co~pared to rate of bank interest paid
to depositors has discouraged bank savings.
......
....

A metho'd by which · s~vin.g s· couid be encbur·agcd -- '<Hid i.,rhich is
practiced in many European countries to exempt from. iH u 'e taxes
tl)c first $5.00 to $1,000 earned .in interest p.er inuivi.dual on
·savings accounts.
··
. , · ·. ·
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'Thet·c itre so~e advantages ·t'o do'in g this.

.\.

::·.,:";....; ;· ···::·t, ..

to deposito rs. .• ..
borro0ers .
·
Increased bank deposits would rc ucc the amount of money in the
hands of consumers and thus reduce demand.

Tl}~.s wo.l:llrl:. ef,fc.c.ti_v.~ly .ir_l~xeasc -_lnt.er~s.t. pa~d
wit~out ·ca usl~g interest 1ntteases td ~~ivate

It would slow or stop the disi~termcdiation process which now
threatens some savings and loans and banks.

.

""="'·~-:,.

. ·
•'

.....

It would provide the banks and savings and loans with more money
to loan to businesses to expand capacity -- and would provide
the hard-hit housing industry with a modest and needed shot in
the arm .
To discourage the increased bank deposits from being rechanneled
back into the consumer market, it may be prudent to consider
increasing the percentage of down payment necessary on installment
purchases. Problems of·the depressed automobile industry may
however require some special treatment in the formula . This is
a proven and effective m ~ ~sure. This will ensure that a large
part of the increased bank deposits will go to the capital goods
borrowers.
A REFU:JDABLE TAX SURCHARGE
Another way in v1hich money can be temporarily taken out of the
hands of consumers untjl the supply of goods is increased is
through a program of forced savings . This too has been done
before in some countries.
The President could ask Congress to institute a "refundable
graduated income tax surcharge" to be held in escrm-: until the
program of increasin g t he supply of goods availabl e has reduced
inflationary pressures.
This concept for this country is a novel idea, but it has a great
many advantages. It iwuld give every American a strong fin'lncial
incentive to figl1t inflation, knowing that they Kould get a large
tax refund only when prices began to level off. This might,
moreover, have a tempering effect upon the union wage demands.
It \vould also remove the temptation for Congress to spend the
money. And the pearl · , ould &ct L,. ck what they paid in to t:.he
system. Politically, of ~curse, it ~ofild ~~ far norci p~latrible
than " regular t<:u. sure 1 rge •. (t\ad, if · the Ad11inistration··We.re
able to return this money to the people t1f )..~te 1976, .that
. ,.. . ·.· '". : .-~-:. ....
: ·· .·wouldn ' t exactly. hurt its ·postur'e :in'·thc· cor.tin g e i c·c:tion.)
·· · '
,.# •

I

... '!'... •)

.... :~ •

..

The second part of tne p ~ obl(
to give industry the. n.tre.dec
..
capit..al:.cto
expand
will,·
b'e
'helped
b.y
encourrrglng 'people' to ·put
. ···.·
- their money in banks and saYings jnstitutions.
There are two other sources of money available to businesses
wishing to expand: The stock market and the bond market .

,- . · ...·

r

•

~

- 7 THE STOCK MARKET
The stock market right now is obviously unattractive to inve s t ors .
This is particularly true because general instability of the economy
makes the immediate prospects for gro\vth and profits questionable .
It is therefore very difficult to float new stock i s sues in
this atmospl.ere. The Administration should, therefore, give
serious thought to reducing the cap~tal gains tax to its former
level , as Wilbur ~li lls has suggested . It may be that a f ormula
to encourage people to hold on to stoc~s longer could be
incorporated in the new ca,ital gains legislation by reducing
c apital gains tax increasingly if the stocks were held over a
multi-year period .
There are 30 million Amer1cans who own stock and \vho have a
vested interest in the prosperity of the market . Because of this,
if the Administration put its full h"cight behind the capital
gains reduction r.leasure p~~ssed last \veek by the l'!ays and rleans
Committee, it could possibly be carried through the Congress, this
year in time to be of real help to the cconoffiy.
TilE BO. ·n

~IAI~KET

The bond market is a speci"ll case. The shakey financial prospe;cts
of m-any of our util.i.t1v~ -- i..:.csc rr.tc::- arc }''"'1d d01'.'!l nrtificiaJ ly
by politically sensitive state re~ulatory ag ncies -- have
prevented these utilities fror1 growing rapidly enough to meet
anticipated demand . Because they were risky prospects, the
utilities have had to pay extremely high ratns for their bonds
which has had a very unhealthy impact upon the whole bond market.
Interest rates h~ve gone sky high . If the Government were to
guarantee the bonds of the utilities , rates would fall , perhaps
as much as two Prcentage points. The government has already
guar anteed the b onds of a.nu~b~r of corporation , and could
expand with Congressional approval, its coverage of c~rtairi kin d~.
of i nvcstment5 by utilities . The Japancse gave~ ~cnt ha~ been
.· .?' ... ·do ing thts .;f.or yeB;_ts.. domcs.t:i,-<;all.Y.: . :~.. . .
. . '.·.·· _.: .. :... :..·. ~:

·{\.:";,.: ..:. • ·~:.p. e·as ing; 'of the."··bortd · inar.l··et-.-\~OUld -als.o El'na.bJ e

.
:>.
·
.
·
;
.
·
.
~ :
tal

CII)d ·;i·:t.j.)J!~la~.e~;. ·:·

co·rporat ions to finance mot·e expansion. ThC' re arc som~ cc:~;·pi
investments that a-rc prof· t~bl~ \:h . . n financed at seven percent
,; ..... tha-t .;are n,9t-.ev.c.1~. :tl:linkap)e at today's prevailing re~;te:
•

•

••

•

••

f'

•

•
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INTEREST EQUALIZATIO:--J TAX
Another measure which can be taken to increase the amount of
capital avail able in American banks is to rc- institute the 1.
interest equalization tax. Right now, American dollars ar ~
goin1o, .Jl ev-e t!
\'crlcl .' : · . n ,!· · 1 i::r 1H'"1 J<tl' of in.tere~t.

.. -:

...

.

'
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This aggravates Europe's inflation problems -- and at the same
time denies the capital t o Americ an businesses needing to
expand at home.
This tax was remove~ last February .

..

THE BUDGET
As a final measure to reduce the amount of money in the hands
of consumers, consideration should be given to cutting the budget
up to 10 billion dollars . In itself , the 10 billion dollar cut
will have only a very '='.11all direct impact on the inflation.
But it will have some very positive side effects. The budget
slas h \vill only be accomplished ldth a great deal of vocally
expressed pain and suffering by the impacted government agencies.
There will be public weeping and rending of clotl1es by government
of ficials deploring the cuts in their agencies' budgets . At
that point, the American people will actuallY believe that tl1eir
government j s serious about doing something about- the inflation
and this will temper the inflatjonary psychology abroad in the
land today . This in itself will have a more beneficial impact
upon the overall inflatjon proLlcm than the direct impact of
the 10 billion dollar cut itself. ·

JW·
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•
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The problem of the labor wage demands deserves some special
understanding. Inflation has hilt the low income individual far
more heavily than it has hit the average and h:i g!1~r incorae
families. Foods which are a staple of the low income families -rice, spaghetti, bread, potatoes, cheese -- have shot upon much
more rapidly than foods preferred by the more affuent . Moreover, gasoline, small imported cars, basic clothing, and other
i terns on which low incpme faii1ilies l~ave. trad~tiona.l.ly spent;
.
a far hi ghel' perccntag e of thei T income than the more affl u·ent,
have. also be.come far mo:re expensive than the .average rate. of
· -· ·•
inflation. 111 short ) the . worker has ?Uff c r~d mud~ _mo .r~ iJ}:f;l ~t,i;on: ~ ..• ·~.and · mor·e mo.-c painful '"inf1ation than has the lm·vcr and th'e :··
.-..d.os:!:.or ~ -t --A_s.· ~ .-_qmsequenc.e, ..tl_le_.,oJo.rke:r ·=ha~ ·put- ··r.<i·a'-1 .-·pre.s·sure on"";~·,:
....
_···h-is union lcaaers to get considerable increase·s in \vcigcs . The
problem posed here sur,~-,ests tha any anti.- irflat;_on car-~· a -to _stop tl!c wc:ge/pricL. cy<;le -- nust _pay .special. .attept~on tp ., . 1
'tha-t part of 'the ·-ec ononfy ~ in ::cv-h'ich · th·e worker livcos . Increasing·:
•·
supply in those areas he.avi ly pat ron ized by the 1vi ves of \vorkers
and low income people, should bn ~iven special priority . Not
merely f or humanitarian reasons , but because the second phase
of the inflation caused by wage push, will not be alleviated
unt il ~he worker sees that his special problems are gettin~;> ~:o-ro~"
__ nt 10.1.

{
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TilE SPECULATION IN CURRENCY
Reducing our inflation will relieve the instability in the world
mone tary system today-. But the problem is aggravated by currency
speculation by our own banks, by the treasurers of multi-national
corporations, by professional speculators, and by oil dollars.
The Secretary of the Tre?sury should draw up a plan of action to
discot1ragc currency speculation, while avoiding penalizing
legitimate business transactions whereby currency exchange is
the neui s, not the end.
OIL PRICE PROBLEA
The second great problem of the world economy is the sudden and
massive increase in the price of oil by the OPEC countries .
Walter Levy, tl1e world's forcnost oil economist, David Rockefeller,
and a nu11ber of other incli\·iduals of their stature believe that
the post-war economy of the western industrialized nations stands
in real danger of a financial collapse because of the oil price
increases and the secondary problc~s stemming from OPEC's actions.
Many Washington officials discount the likelihood of this
. happ n j ng. But
diver enc<:> bet\ ec>n .'c\v York and Washing ton
Gi

.h.i

!HObL

t

.1..

Jt..::

1

ly

disqui2t·:'~.

But is is obvious that the new oil prices vastly complicate the
efforts of all nations to deal with internal inflation -partJcularly for heavy i porters like Italy and ranee . It is
also obvious that the new oil prices and resultant oil dollars
are b- inning to cause disorder and uncertainty jn the banking
system. And the flood of oil dollars is just beginning .

.... ,.~ ...!..' ...

., : ,
~

Op.timis ti~ predict-tons that the Ar~~s \vi 1-J.. volun tarJ ly r.educe
the price of oil i ~nores the fact that many Arabs the.rriselves
--lack ·t-he sophistication to ap_prc-ciate or anticipate the da_mage
t,he,¥ a.J::e b~g inn·iqg_ t.o ca_use to._,9-~hy,;r. e,congmies .. 11or,e_9v.e.r.,.. i •· ''.· ....••• _.
"inte .~-"1.1 politics in .any b:r~c·couJ tr"ies make j t vety· difficul·t'~ · · ·
f"or an o:i'l minis·te-r. :t·o ·advq.cate·· 1-0WO:':r p:r·i~es .£-.or h.is c.ountri-~s~' ·.·
m~jbr eipdrt.
Finally because of ~he vast . rplus of currency
tlat the oil produc·r.~ c
•ries are cccunul tina;, any surplus
pil p_Iocluctior. wh~ch m~ght have a depressip, effect upon world
oil prices \vould ·be easily reversed "by unilateral cut-offs by '·
only one or two of the rr.ajor OPEC countries until such time as
upward pressure on prices begins to reestablish itself.
A case in point: Kuwait did not get a sufficiently high ~id
for its oil last \vcek. Its mere threat to cut production~
('
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The truth of the seriousness of the danger to the world
financial system can be established with an analysis by a
blue-ribbon financial and investment task force within the
government. If it turns out that the fears arc exaggerated,
the Government then can concentrate on dealing with the basic
inflation problem .
If on the other hand, it appea r·s likely that the new oil prices
wi ll, in time, swarp the world financial structure, then this
analysis nus t l·e poj n ted out to Congressional 1 ·)nders, allies
in NATO, mld to th more re~ponsibl'"' OPEC nations. If OPEC
still refuses to cooperate, the stakes are such that the Free
World may have to consider taking the brass knuckles out of its
closet. Because truly vital interests of its society will be
at stake .
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WAGE AND PRICE CONTROL$

J

M ost leading American and British economists agree that deflating
demand through monetary and budgetary restraint does not reduce
a serious inflation over the short or middle term. This was the
great lecson of both the McCracken game ol~n of 1969-70 and the
similar, tougher , plan of Heath in England .

..

selective

On the other hand, wage and price controls, in the absense of
of consistent monetary and fiscal dicipline and restraint willnot,
over the long run , work either.
Thus , all experience shows that if we are to make meaningful progress
on inflation within the next 18 months, without a s.:.:vere recession,
we have absolutely no alternative but to re-impose w ge a.nd price
controls, and simultcneously deflate demand through tight money,
tight fiscal policy, nd other measures .
That represents our on]\• hope.
Deflationary polid cr: whict. du:rir:g the n~ xt c-;x mon~hr.: :--~C'c0n•pli _,t ' .Jthi1 g
n10re than hardships in the form of unemp1oyment < r.cl ban'(, ruptcies,
but which do not 1nake a measurable f1::..d signif:cam·; ilnpact on inflation,
vastly increase the li' clihood of the itnpeacnment of Richard Nixo'1,
setting a tragic precedent for tl1e American system of government .

. ..

..
: ....

~·-

__oo:

._: •

..:: .. ·. .. .

'.: ,,•··. ;•:- ..

.: :. '.

On the long run , wage and price controls are not a good idea.
But the simultaneous deflation of demand in virtually every other
ind u str~alized country, n~ade necessary by both ~nternal i~ulation
:.
...
and the ne'ed "to dis cou~·age impc.l;ts t~ p~y oil bills, reduce the •.
likelihood that massive foreign purchases "vill once again produ-ce
.,:$ho;r~agep -~~~~· )~ut iCthe prpqlem·d·evelop~r •.. expoi-t c;c· 'T;01s· ·cab?.·;·;;··:,-'?' ~~:.·..~./·;!:-:!:.

~~d -~~?~lu

~~uP,os_ed~~~-.s~!.e~~ccl ~,~.c-~c;7·~: ., :·.: t~":.~~~C::.~~Y. ,.. ·
certaifily_have. to 'b.e' rna~~- tc;> ··p-ermit luhor to .
. .
recoup· son.1e of its losP-s in purchnsingpower. Wh,1t '.C can and
should prevent with controls arc leapfroggin~ wage increases
·.
·which: afe anticipatory til 'natuJ(e arir;" ·~·hic"h.. ·can only fuef 'anot}h;x
round of price increases . And once any key industry 1nakes a
n1assive increase in wages, every other union leader is under
impossible pressure from the membership to produce similar
results. An explosive situation very quickly occurs-- and will
occuP!\,~i'thin the> next fcv.. month< \ n]( c;c:; wet. h• effl c ti •r.
action no to pre L;l.t ~t 1'· :~.l co. t n•lb.
be q1;1,ick!y

:a~justtne'rit(·'~~ur

~::.~~,:J-•::.:.~:·.
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INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS OF TH

1

The international economic situation has in the past complicated
isolated national efforts to deal ,·dU. problems like inflation.
Gresham ' s law whereby the bad currancies drive out the good
is now o perating on an international scale . Nations which make
stre nuous internal efforts and succeC' d in holding down
pri ces , become the bargain basenH!i1t for 1 ess diciplined neighbo r s .
Thi s has the effect of bid•.• ing up prices and or creating shortages .
Although the imposition of price dnd wage controls in the United
States will cause us some problen1s in this regard-- as happened
du ring our earlier freeze--a very irn.portant "'·orld event, the
g reat increase in the price of oil, haf' caused virtually every major
nation to discourage other imports. Moreover, all these nations
a re now struggling to dcf!atc demand don"lestically to deal with
t he ir own raging inflations. Tl.us conditions arc different and more
promising for controls in the United States that was the case inl972 .
In the long run, the Unite(! States should join with its trading partners
in seeking son1e international rule8 .~.or monetary and fiscal policy.
Thi 3 is true because one undiciplitH J nation e.>;ports its inflation to
it s neighbors, and because a set of fixed rn)er, governing fi::.cal and
monetary policy would reduce the pressures on political leaders
to over - heat their econornics in ad··- nee of C'l~ctions. The problems
involved in deH.. i.oping ~:>t..•ch inte:-nc ~ional rules--and gainin~
international acceptance- -should nt t be under cctim~tcd. But it
is worth exploring as a possibility.
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ON THE NEED FOR SELECTIVE EMF RGENCY HELP BY THE
GOVERNMENT IN SEVERELY IMPACTED AREAS OF THE ECD NOMY .

..

Tight money and tight fiscal policies will inevitably cause special
hardships in selected areas of the economy. For exam ply,
the tight money policies are ah·ead~r causing severe problems for the
Savings and Loan industry and the Housing industry.
We should not hesitate in such circumstances to step in to provide
selective assistance in this a1.·eas-- and to avoid disorc.lc r. Obviously
tre Govermncnt can not and should not creat boom conditions for
these sectors, but widespread bankruptcies should be avoided.
In the present attnosphere these conld snowball out of control.
The government is already heavily involved in subsidization of
certain sectors of the economy. And there is an economic law
oper?..ting here: Government subsidy of one part of a basic industry
weakens or
~ .-s tho economic health of non sub,;idi/.ed competing
pal:cts of d1t .illdu try. Tl e cli5a 4 ~r ih t bc+f 11 the rail:ro.:-rl~ C'3ll... C"
about partly because of direct and indirect government subsic~ies
to the air and trucking industries.

.·
I

None of us like this kind of situation. But we can not solve all our economic
problems at once. Priorities must be established. Right now our
urgent problem is to slow down inflation and prevent dangerous
disorder in the financial world. We must, therefore, do what is
necessary now to deal with these two s p~cific. problem&. _.And we .
should no 4 · l·..,.sitatn to art because of our lone; term. philosophi.~
obje.c;~i.on to government int·e~vention .
...,.'"' ..t. •. . . .
... ··~·. .:

4

·t~?

:\· ..

.Q~'l~e 'W.e.ha;v.~ redu,ced, .the. inflation, , ~m~_,ricC:).: w.iF _.have t~e ~i.t;7J.~ ;~P.-~·.
the leisure to slowly and systematically exh:ac~te itself f~onl
..

···: ..
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priv ... te sectors of the eC'onorny O\t ·the cou1,·s< of .our or five
years, and allow t.l~.e.for~es of the m~rket plac~ g.radually to assert
cd~manding i~ilU:~~~e -in..the· shiiping
a 'healthy 1 • •• stabie ahd fl:·ee'
economy.

..

..

Unwise Governm.ent action extending back to the Joh·nson
Administration has been the cause of the present fundamental
(
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of the pro!dl.rn ..t
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ill c-~·t, !tl ·-t•t < • un t •. c. 1 eel 1.• ~ ,,
economic shock and rcadJu&trrtcnt will over the 5hort term
equilibrium to the economy b dan~ crous and wrong.
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Finally, for President I ixon to propose now anything less than
an economic rolicy which will convince a sceptical American public
that he knows what he is doing, and the t inflation "vill measu r ably
and significantly decrease, is an almost certain invitation to impeachment .
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTOJ\"

September 6, 1974

MEMO TO

PHIL BUCHEN

FROM:

MIKE DUVAL

j)

I talked with Dick McCormick concerning the Mine
Workers' situation. Thanks for letting us know of
his interest and that he has some good ideas concerning this matter.

cc:

Jim Cavanaugh

Aq •t Zl, 1974

To:

rom:

BillS iclman
ll B11e
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

August 16, 1974
MEMORANDUM FOR:

WILLIAM SEIDMAN

THROUGH:

PHILIP BUCHEN

FROM:

DICK MCCORMACK

The Grand Strategy for the Democrats in 1976 will be to try to portray
President Ford as an extension of the Nixon Administration.
For this
reason, it is important that President Ford act now to avoid carrying
the onus for the economic mess that the policies of the last 10 years
have caused.
It is therefore important that President Ford in his next address on
economic matters discuss candidly the causes for the present situation.
He should talk about GUNS AND BUTTER and what LBJ 1 s 25 Billion
Dollar deficit did in 1968 in starting inflation.
He should talk about the overstimulation of the economy in 1971-72 and
what happens when you print more money than you have goods.
(Pd
go easy on the FED though, because you may need a favor from Burns
in 1976 ••. )
He should talk about the Russian wheat deal -- and how depleting our
reserves of grain left us to the mercy of the weather in basic food
prices.
He should also say, that had we acted more wisely in the past seven
or eight years, we would not be in the mess we are in today, where
there are really no easy solutions.
He should say candidly what the prospects are for reducing inflation -and talk about numbers in a very realistic way.
But above all, he should sharply dissassociate himself from the economic
policies -- and economic advisors -- of the past.
Ford will be President
during the slow and painful wringing out of inflation from our economy.
The conditions generated could quickly be a political disaster for him.personnally unless he sharply pins the blame on those to whoiiJt<it
justly...•
)
belongs
and avoids raising unrealistic expectations.~
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

August 16, 1974
MEMORANDUM FOR:

WILLIAM

THROUGH:

PHILIP BUCHEN

FROM:

DICK MCCORMACK

SEIDMAN

The blue ribbon ecoonomic group meeting which will publicly assemble
soon to discuss ways of dealing with the inflation should be very
carefully prepared and structured -- otherwise you run the risk of
having each participant talking "on camera" to his constituency.
Worse,
you could have what in Washington is known as a run away Commission
going in directions that may be economically or politically unwise or undesirable.
Labor leaders, for example, are used to conducting constructive negotiations in a reasonable and balanced atmosphere once they are in
side a closed room. Prior to the meeting, and intermittantly throughout, the labor negotiators emerge to make harsh and extreme demands.
This, of course, is to mollify the membership, their constituency -and assure the brethern that they are being tough with the barons of
capitalism.
This constituency problem must be very carefully factored into the
preparations.
And an opportunity must be given to each of the participants to be in the position of championing the interests of his
backers, and if possible speak to the overall interests of the nation
as a whole in addition.
We must enable the participants to be advocates and statesmen at the same time.
This is a tall order, but
nothing less will do if the conference is to be a success, a contribution.
For example, there is a legitimate need to do something to increase
capacity -- and hence ease inflationary pressures in that part of the
economy in which the worker lives.
How many resources we can
afford to address to this specific part of the problem should be very
carefully calculated before the conference with the help of OMB.
Then you can assign George Meany to develope a program to acc~i~'.,.
this task within a certain spending ceiling.
Later Meany can re'f}rt in ~:~,\
:
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the public session his views and ideas on this aspect of the problem -and speak to• his constituency but avoid making recommendations which
bust the budget.
Or worse, have his public recommendations later
rejected by President Ford as unworkable, and thus poisoning their
budding relati mship at the onset.
We should calculate in advance a rough dollar price ceiling for the entire
conference's recommendations.
There's no point in letting a lot of extreme,
simplistic, confusing or pie-in-the-sky proposals get a public airing in
the President's presence and raise false expectations -- if this can be
avoided or minimized with careful preplannin g.

To:

Bill SeidmaD

From:

Phil Bucta.n

THE WHITE HOUSE
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

August 16, 1974
MEMORANDUM FOR:

WILLIAM SEIDMAN

THROUGH:

PHILIP BUCHEN

FROM:

DICK MCCORMACK

The Grand Strategy for the Democrats in 1976 will be to try to portray
President Ford as an extension of the Nixon Administration.
For this
reason, it is important that President Ford act now to avoid carrying
the onus for the economic mess that the policies of the last 10 years
have caused.
It is therefore important that President Ford in his next address on
economic matters discuss candidly the causes for the present situation.
He should talk about GUNS AND BUTTER and what LBJ's 25 Billion
Dollar deficit did in 1968 in starting inflation.
He should talk about the overstimulation of the economy in 1971-72 and
what happens when you print more money than you have goods.
(I'd
go easy on the FED though, because you may need a favor from Burns
in 1976 ... )
He should talk about the Russian wheat deal -- and how depleting our
reserves of grain left us to the mercy of the weather in basic food
prices.
He should also say, that had we acted more wisely in the past seven
or eight years, we would not be in the mess we are in today, where
there are really no easy solutions.
He should say candidly what the prospects are for reducing inflation -and talk about numbers in a very realistic way.
But above all, he should sharply dissassociate himself from the economic
policies -- and economic advisors -- of the past.
Ford will be President
during the slow and painful wringing out of inflation from our economy.
The conditions generated could quickly be a political disaster Jar him
personnally unless he sharply pins the blame on those to wl;lOJ;n;'ftl',justly
belongs
and avoids raising unrealistic expectations.
· >
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

August 16, 1974
MEMORANDUM FOR;

WILLIAM

THROUGH:

PHILIP BUCHEN

FROM:

DICK MCCORMACK

SEIDMAN

The blue ribbon ecoonomic group meeting which will publicly assemble
soon to discuss ways of dealing with the inflation should be very
carefully prepared and structured -- otherwise you run the risk of
having each participant talking ''on camera" to his constituency.
Worse,
you could have what in Washington is known as a run away Commission
going in directions that may be economically or politically unwise or undesirable.
Labor leaders, for example, are used to conducting constructive negotiations in a reasonable and balanced atmosphere once they are in
side a closed room. Prior to the meeting, and intermittantly throughout, the labor negotiators emerge to make harsh and extreme demands.
This, of course, is to mollify the membership, their constituency -and assure the brethern that they are being tough with the barons of
capitalism.
This constituency problem must be very carefully factored into the
preparations.
And an opportunity must be given to each of the participants to be in the position of championing the interests of his
backers, and if possible speak to the overall interests of the nation
as a whole in addition.
We must enable the participants to be advocates and statesmen at the same time.
This is a tall order, but
nothing less will do if the conference is to be a success, a contribution.
For example, there is a legitimate need to do something to increase
capacity -- and hence ease inflationary pressures in that part of the
economy in which the worker lives.
How many resources we can
afford to address to this specific part of the problem should be very. /'~f~·;;-.,
' .
ulf//"\
carefully calculated before the conference with the help of OMB.
l~,) ~·
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Then you can assign George Meany to develope a program to acco~lish
this task within a certain spending ceiling.
Later Meany can report•.,i_Il.
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the public se,ssion his views and ideas on this aspect of the problem -and speak to his constituency but avoid making recommendations which
bust the budget.
Or worse, have his public recommendations later
rejected by President Ford as unworkable, and thus poisoning their
budding relati cnship at the onset.
We should calculate in advance a rough dollar price ceiling for the entire
conference's recommendations.
There's no point in letting a lot of extreme,
simplistic, confusing or pie-in-the-sky proposals get a public airing in
the President's presence and raise false expectations -- if this can be
avoided or minimized with careful preplannin g.

'fOP ~ EYES ONLY

There is broad concern that unless the price of oil c:x:nes dCMnand by dCMn I l'tlean at least 35-40 percent--~ present financial
system may not be able to process the increasingly massive
dollar transfers withoot major econanic damage.
There is also general agreement that ~ OPEC will never laver
the price of oil to that extent unless quite extraordinary measures
are taken.
I believe that pressure can be exerted on OPOC through Saudi
Arabia to lower prices. But the- way in which this pressure is
exerted influences the probability of success.
Because loss of face is such a crucial matter-especially for
semi-desp:>tic heads of state who have been issuing edicts and receiving ccrnpliance all their lives -- I do not believe that
the price of oil will be voluntarily lavered after ~ strong u.s.
statarents of last week.
Neither do I believe that econcmic retaliation against the major
OPEC nations has much chance of driving the price of oil dCMn.
Taken on a case-by-case basis, I doobt that our staying :paNer
could outlast OPOC' s IXJWer, if push came to shove. (Excluding,
of ccurse, purely military IXJWer.)
There are, however, diplanatic methods which may be more pranising.
This is one possible scenario.
The President could send a very high level personal a:nissacy
such as William Scranton-to talk alone with King Faisal. He
should begin by saying quite openly that the speeches were
unfortunate, not because ~y misrepresented~ deep concern felt
in the u.s., but because it nav becanes much more difficult to
achieve ccrnpranise solutions without public l'rurniliation by the
leaders of OPOC states.
He should also say that he was here to help the King nnderstand
why thePresident felt so deeply concerned, and to talk about
possible ccmpranise solutions.
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-2The emissary should carry with him a convincing analysis
showing that the present price of oil is likely to lead to
financial'and political disorder in the Western industrialized
states, as well as to great personal suffering in the less
developed countries.
'rhe emissary should stress to the King the following points:

That we in the West fully understand his natural desire to keep
the price of oil high, that oil is a depleting asset.
But that the overall strategic situation is so favorable to
the Soviet Union in this area, that i f the United States and
its allies became seriously weakened, it would only result in
a predaninate role for the Soviet Union in this area--or, possibly lead to a war fought in this area with vast devastation and
an unpredictable outcome.
That a.1r problem canes not so IlUlch fran the magnitude of the
increase in the price of oil--we recognize that price was very
low--too low--a year ago. OUr essential problem has been the
suddenness by which this price increase took place. If we
had had m:>re t.ime--say four or five years--it would have been
possible for us to develop alternative sources of energy and
develop effective financial methods to handle the vastly
increased dollar transfers.
The the U.S. realizes that any price help given by the Saudis
IlUlSt appear to be a humanitarian Saudi initiative--and not an
American extraction or demand.
The emissary should propose to King Faisal that ~ establish
with a great deal of fanfare two Royal Ccmnissions, headed by
Saudi Arabia, but with consultants drawn fran all over the
world.
'rhe first cx:mnission should have the following tenns of

reference:
"It has came to my attention that the present price of
crude oil threatens to cause a financial and possibly political
collapse in the industrialized countries of the West. Within
60 days return to me with a report on the likelihood of this
situation, and what it would mean to Saudi Arabia if this did
happen."

.
-3'fue Second Comtission should have the follCMi.ng tenns of
reference:
"In the event that it is proven that the present price
of oil is likely to cause a financial and political disorder
in the Western industrializerl countries and also cause unacceptable damage to the vital interests in my kingdan, what options
does Saudi Arabia have?"

'fue emissary should propose two options.
To make massive concessionary loans and grants through the
Vbrld Bank or other international institutions.
To "tarq;x:>rarily" laver the price of oil -- while the u.s. agrees
to move ahead full steam on self-sufficiency on energy.

At the same time the emissary should offer the follaving political
concessions to Faisal:
1. A massive u.s. carmitment to assist in the developrent
of Saudi Arabia as rapidly as the king desires using the construction
techniques and methcxls done in Vietnam to build infrastructure.
Secretary Simon 1 s proposal of Septanber 28 to the Saudi Arabian
Ministers of Finance would be a major first step. (See attacherl.)

2. Internationalization of the fuslan holy places in
Jerusalan and agree in principle to an independent Palestine on
the West Bank.
In the event that the P.resident 1 s emissary meets with canplete
intransigence on the part of :King Faisal, then the emissary should
tell Faisal that the United States has a long tradition of humanitarianism--extending back into the nineteenth century. And that the Uniterl
States simply can not tolerate the kind of untold human misery throughout
the 'WOrld that the present price of oil will cause.
If we crack Saudi Arabia--which I think is the weak link on the chain-then we can turn our attention to any other OPEC states which may try to
water davn Saudi Arabia 1 s impact on overall prices by cutting production
elsewhere.

-

'!his kind of quiet diplanacy, although not certain, has, I think, a
reasonable chance of turning the tide.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

September 6, 1974

MEMO TO

PHIL BUCHEN V)

FROM:

MIKE DUVAL

~

I talked with Dick McCormick concerning the Mine
Workers' situation. Thanks for letting us know of
his interest and that he has some good ideas concerning this matter.

cc:

Jim Cavanaugh
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

August 28, 1974

MEMORANDUM FOR:

PHILIP BUCHEN

FROM:

DICK MCCORMACKJ.

As you know, the Mine Workers under Arnold Miller and the
coal operators (Bituminous Coal Operators Association) are on
a collision course for a crippling strike on November 15. You
know also what this will probably do to the economy. Nor is
the Taft Hartley Act a feasable remedy here because of the
unique ability of this industry•s workers to go underground and
simply not manage to dig much coal.
(You will recall that Truman
actually had to send the army into man the coal mines in an
earlier era.)
This strike is partly an exercise of Machismo both by Arnold
Miller- who needs a strike to build up his own image and position
within his union-and the bituminous coal operators some of whom
represent the most l'eanderthal types still functioning in the American
economy.
Miller• s problem is that he doesn 1 t have the support and reputation with the rank and file to enable him to forge out a
compromise settlement and call off the strike plans.
And right
now everybody is so psyched up for a strike that events have taken
a momentum all their own.
There•s something yoo can do about this.
We have a month or
two to help Arnold Miller build up his own position within his union
which will give him the clout and prestige essential for him to
take a leadership position in moderating demands and avoiding a
strike.
I have three recommendations:

1. Include Arnold Miller on the economic summit meetings.
take other opportunities to give Miller high level exposure.
~
.J

.

And
i-u.~.,
y.(; \

2. Assign somebody from the White House staff to get .ihe factf!\
on the present state of informal negotiations between the Mine ~"'!
Workers and the BCOA. If he gets topside company clearanq~·; /

- 2 Pete Slaybaugh of the Denver regional office of Continental Oil
can give your staff man a good picture of the industry's expectations. So can Guy Farmer, a labor lawyer with the BCOA
in Washington.
3. If need be, put some heat on the BCOA officials to work for a
compromise --not a cave in--but a meaningful compromise.
It is important, I think, that President Ford not commit his own
personal prestige to avoid the coal strike until thorough staffing
indicates whether or not this is a realistic possibility. Ford
should not be put in the position of getting the UMW and BCOA
at a table with him--and later have the mediation process flop
and a strike occur.

A final note: If a coal strike occurs, the probability of a
January 7 strike in the oil industry is greatly enhanced.

htc.-~
Friday 9/1.7/74

2:05

/?.,·~

Dick McCormack has now returned from the trip
be bad invited you to go on-- and would like to come by
and talk with you.
Indicate• the Ford and KiBslnaer apeeches where they
mention war (1.-3 days ago) have really cauaed some
problem•. Sugge•ts there are some other alternative
strateaies they could follow •• thb could become a
very partisan baue. Senator Jackson has already
made some statements.
Dick'• eugaestion is that someone ahould arrange to have
Clark Clifford, Bob McNamara. and two or three other
prominent Democrats to talk privately with the President.
Clifford ia very anxioua to do thie.
Had two main points he wanted to get across to you:

1. Think• they would prefer not havin1 Dr. Kissinger present.

z.

It would be an absolute dlacreet thing and they would
tell nobody about the meetlna.

Friday 10 /11/7-&

11:5.5

Dick McCormack said it is probable that Secretary Simon
wlll be going to Ruesia and offer to sell the Russian• a certain
amount of grain.
Sen. Jackson will inevitably link
a grain deal to subeequeDt rise• in prices. This will be a
emall prain sale (only a million and a half tone) but the small foreign
policy advantage of doing thia compared to theft)al political savaging
of theFord administration for totally disproportionate in
hie view.
Somebody should look into thb right away .......
they ollly have today to dolt I

April 30, 1975
The Honorable
Philip Bud1en
The White House
~-lashing ton, D. C.
Dear Pt>"il;
Thanks very much for your note. Dudley's recommendation seems on balance
to be the most sensible course of action.
During the various times that Secretary Simon has felt under some pressure
he has called in two of my personal friends--andprobably others--to advise
him. WE assume that he is doing this so that the word will leak back to
the ~fuite House. This is essentially what Simon has said during these
sessions:
1. That .if he is forced out with his tail between his legs, he plans to
depart with a blast at the Administration's economic policies. He has
solicited ideas on exactly what he should say.
2. That he has political ambitions.
3. That he is considering supporting another candidate in 1976 besides
President Ford.
4. That Rumsfeld wants his job.
Without going into the r~asons why he should stay or go--and which I'm
not qualified to comment on--it has occurred to me that some face saving
solution may be called for. The best one I can think of would be for
President Ford to recruit personally a large scale man like Hauge or
Scranton for the Treasury position, and then offer Simon a cabinet level
Hhite House assignment as Presidential troubleshooter for certain
domestic problems. I know that this will cause a certain amount of
organizational confusion within the White House if he decides to accept,
but I think he would do a good job in this capacity and he would be under
White House dicipline.
This whole subject may already be a dead issue.
this course of action seems to have some merit.

;2 ,
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April 2, 1975

CONFIDE~TIAL

TO: JANES CONNOR
From: Richard HcCormack
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This purpose of this memorandum is to recommend Gabriel Hauge, Chairman
of the Manufacturers Hanover Bank, for consideration as Secretary of
the Treasury in the event of Simon's departure.
Hauge was formerly President Eisenhower's chief White House economic advisor.
And under his leadership, the Manufacturers Hanover Bank has done exceedingly
well. Hauge's personal reputation is such that he was recently elected
President of the International Bankers Association, the organization of
top central bankers.
Unlike men who have risen to the top entirely in the private banking
world, Hauge already knows how Government works. And he is very strong
on international monetary matters, which because of the developing
petrodollar situation, is '"here any new Secretary of the Treasury is
going to have to supervise some serious adjustments internationally.
A Hauge appointment, for all these and other reasons, would be widely
applauded both in economic and political circles. It would be a great
plus for President Ford.
I understand that, in fact, he was under cpnsideration for Treasury in
December, and that Rumsfeld had requested him to come down to Washington
for a protracted period to work on the State of the Union message.
Hauge w~s simply unable to do this because of certain responsibilities
which required his personal oversight at the Bank at that time. It may
be that Rumsfeld was disappointed in Hauge for not being able to come
down.
Hauge is not looking for this job. It would entail a large financial
sacrifice, and he still has two young children. Recruiting him, I am
convinced, can only be done by a phone call from President Ford
appealing to his sense of duty and patriotism. Anything short of that
just won't do the trick with this man.
A final word: Because of the potential damage that a sitting Secretary of
the Treasury can do to potential rivals still active in private banking,
it is very important that speculation on possible names of successors
to Simon be kept out of the press. This is particularly true of Hauge.
Because of the usual necessity for background checks, I know that it's
difficult to keep something like this quiet. But there are wa~s this
can be handled.
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April 15, 1975
Hon. Phillip Buchen
Counselor to the President
Hashington, D.C.
Dear Phil;
In the years that I've been active in Republican politics I've seen
a number of hate-groups --like the Rat Fink faction of the Young Republicans-come and go. But recently a friend mailed me a copy of a periodical that
shocked the hell out of me, a blatantly and viciously anti-semitic tract
called ATTACK.
As long as America prospers, there is obviously no serious danger from
this sort of thing. But if for any reason economic disaster were to
strike, this element would quickly become more vocal and influencial.
This is particularly true now when overseas financing for an anti
jewish group in this country might be available.
>
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ATTACK arid like publications are being·distributed on ·the streets of
Washington, essentially as a freebie. Who is financing it? And tvhat
is to prevent an even more lavishly financed anti jewish propaganda
campaign in the future?
God knows this country has enough problems w~thout having to cope
with an outbreak of anti semitism. Perhaps you might want to
forward the enclosed April issue of ATTACK to somebody in the
Justice Department for appropriate handling.
·

Richard McCormack

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

April 23, 1975

Dear Dick:
Your letter of April 15 has been received
and I am having someone on my staff review
the subject and determine what steps, if
any, can be take~.
I will keep you advised.
Sincerely,

_!af/}
/
/}.,
,.rL/ ,
j

Philip W. Buchen
Counsel to the President

Mr. Richard McCormack
American Enterprise Institute
for Public Policy Research
1150 Seventeenth Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.
20036
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April 15, 1975
Ron. Phillip Buchen
Counselor to the President
The lfuite Ho:1se
Washington, D.C.
Dear Phil;
In the years that I've been active in Republican politics I've seen
a number of hate-groups --like the Rat Fink faction of the Young Republicans-come and go. But recently a friend mailed me a copy of a periodical that
shocked the hell out of me, a blatantly and viciously anti-semitic tract
called ATTACK.
As long as America prospers, there is obviously no serious danger from
this sort of thing. But if for any reason economic disaster were to
strike, this element would quickly become more vocal and influencial.
This is particularly true now when overseas financing for an anti
jewish group in this country might be available.
ATTACK and like publications are being distributed on the streets of
Washington, essentially as a freebie. Who is financing it? And what
is to prevent an even more lavishly financed anti jewish propaganda
campaign in the future?
God knows this country has enough problems without having to cope
with an outbreak of anti semitism. Perhaps you might want to
forward the enclosed April issue of ATTACK to somebody in the
Justice Department for appropriate handling.
Sincerely;
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Richard McCormack
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

April 23, 1975

NEMORANDUN FOR:

DUDLEY CHAPI<lAJ.\l

FROM:

PHILIP BUCHEN

1?iU. 13.

Please handle the attached request from
Dick McCormack and advise me of your dispo$ition.
Attachment

"~. . .
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April 25, 1975

Dear Mr. McCormack:
Phil Buchen has referred to me your letter of April 15, 1975,
concerning the periodical publication ATTACK.
It is certaiW.y true that this publication is offensive for the reasons
stated in your letter. There is, however, no indication of any illegal
activity, and the right to publish material even as offensive as this
is protected by the First Amendment. Long exp~rience has shown
that propaganda of this kind and the organizations that generate it
thrive most. when repressive action is taken or threatened against
them. (You may recall the brief celebrity of General Walker when
he was summarily relieved of his European Command by President
Kennedy for engaging in extremist activities.)
The better course, therefore, would be to ignore this propaganda and
hopefully assist it on its way to the oblivion which it deserves.
Sincerely,

~u,

..

Dudley Chapman
Associate Counsel

Mr. Richard McCormack
American Enterprise Institute
for Public Policy Research
1150- 17th Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

cc.: Philip Buchen
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Mr. Philip Buchen
The White House
Washington, D.C.
June 2, 1975
Dear Phil;
Our friend, Bromley Smith, hasn't boen pa~ticularly happy or effective at OTP
in what I rather imagine has been a classic case of a square peg in a round
hole.
Bromley was the top career man in the Operations Coordinating Board/
National Security Council for more than 15 years. His speciality is the
coordination of the paper flow to the President on international policy issues;
and as an added bonus, Bromley is the repository of an enormous amount of
wisdom and experience on the handling of international crises. He 'tvas
actually present during the White House internal debates and decisions
throughout the Cuban Missile Crisis, the various Berlin and Middle Eastern
crises, the whole Vietnam episode. You can imagine what this taught him.
The perfect job for Bromley would be to put him in a small office next to
Scowcroft, make sure that he attends all the meetings and sees all the cable
flow, and then is able to offer advice and suggestions as problems emerge
on a fairly informal basis.
For years now, largely because of my own interest in international affairs,
I've made a point of getting together with Brom~ey during periods of
international tension to listen to his thoughts on developing crises.
Events have proven him right, very often.
It is not in Bromley's nature to push himself on other people. But I
really believe that he is a resource that is largely being wasted.

Richard McCormack

Monday 11/25/74

4:10

Dick McCormack called to say that he has been working at the
Treasury Dept. for the last four months with Assistant
Secretary Par sky (who is very young) and it "really isn 1t
working out very well. 11
He would like to see Mr. Seidman
to see if he might have a slot for him.
I suggested he call Mr. Seidman's office -- and he said he
didn't know Mr. Seidman at all -- and thought either you or
I could see if he could see Mr. Seidman.

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! I!!!

964-8696

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20220

Nov.25, 19?4

TO: Phillip Buchan
From: Richard McCormack
Since workin~ with Governor Scranton during the Transition
in August, I've been working at Treasury with a young
assistant secretary, Gerry Parsky.
Althou~h

Parsky and I have a reasonable personal relationship,
we have not seen eye to eye on a number of very basic
operational and policy questions involving the Saudi Arabian
program which I theoretically head. For these and other
reasons, I am going to quietly resign within a few days.
As you know, I have a broad background in economics and
organiaational matters, and if Bill Seidman could use a
full time consultant or staffer, I'd be delighted to
chat with him.
In addition to Scranton, the following individuals w~uld
I think, be happy to comment on what I might be abl~ to
contribute:

Robert Hormats, head of the NSC economics staff.
Harald Malmgren, Deputy Special Trade Representative
Walter Levy, major international oil economist.
Seidman, I'm sure knows all of these men personally and
shouldn't hesitate to phone them.-

November 18, 1970

Ambassador Philip J. Farley
Deputy Director, ACDA
Department of State
Washington, D.C.
20491
Dear Phil:
You will remember my mentioning Dick McCormack to you
a week or so ago. Since then, Pat Day called to let him know
that right now prospects at ACDA seemed dim because they had
recently taken on eight new FSOs in the International Relations
Bureau.
I know with the talks at Helsinki and at the U.N. going
at full steam, you have got the weight of the world on your
shoulders. But, there are not a lot of young men in the
Republican Party with Dick McCormack's background and talents as you can see for yourself from his resume - and I feel it is
extremely important that the few young men of his caliber
receive absolutely maximum exposure to the issues and procedures
of foreign affairs. I feel this way not only because such men
are assets to any organization now, but more importantly so
that they will be prepared to expedite your important work,
rather than hinder it through a lack of background when they
are brought into the system ten years from now as senior
appointees.
Sorry to add to your problems, but as you know, I very
seldom make this type of request and would appreciate your
looking into this matter for me.
Most Sincerely,

William W. Scranton

EXI:CUTIVE OFFICE OF TI-lE PRESIDHlT
PRESIDENT'S ADVISORY COUNCIL ON EXECUTIVE ORGANIZATION
WASHINGTON, D, C, 20506

July 2, 1970

Mr. Richard T. McCormack
Room 130
Executive Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20506
Dear Dick:
I could not leave the Council without expressing my
admiration for the fine and highly professional work you have
done on the Foreign Economic Policy Study. At the same time,
and on your own motion, you put together an extremely valuable
paper on the Management of Bureaucracy. If political appointees
read this paper and execute its message, they will greatly
reduce their difficulties.
Now you are about to undertake yet another challenge
of the highest order, and in an entirely different area. You
have great strength of character and intellect and I believe
that the Nation will benefit if you continue to invest it in
the Nation's problems.
My very best wishes and I hope that our paths will
cross frequently.
Sincerely,
,.,,~,

f//v.1f-~".~~
Murray Comarow
Executive Director
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Dear Dick,

-.....

Joe. has told me about your excellent work in
. Michigar.. I'm still incr~dulous that Jerry and Cal
visited over 175 schools in one month.
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The Peace Corps is fortunate to have a person
·with the dedication and talents you so obviously have~
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Thanks for a fine job.
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Dr. Richard T. McCormack,
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1660 Lanier Road, N. W ~,
Washington, D. C •
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Personal and Con[idential
Hon. Philip Buchen
Th c hfh:L tc

l-l<Y'.}~~ c•_

Hashington, D.C.
August 21, 1975
Dear Phil;
After our chat, it occurred to me that there were a couple of other
Rspects of the Akins situation that I might have added.
Akins is the State Department's leading expert on oil and energy. His
predictions over the past seven years on the eventual development of
an energy crisis, on the formation of a pmverful OPEC, on the way
individual members of OPEC 1vould react to our various counter measures
have all been extremely accurate. To some he has proved embarrassingly
accurate.
Akins is held in real affection and respect by the Saudis. This was
very evident to me during my ext•:.!r..do.d official visit to that country
last fall. I personally feel that it would be a mistake to replace
i'J:.ins under the present circumstances, lveeks before the key upcorning OPEC meeting. As you kno\v, Saudi Arabia's influence will be
vi tal if \ve are to even hope for a modification of upward price pressure.
f~in~

has credibility and access in Saudi Arabia; these are the two
most important ingredients for an effective ambassador. In the event
that the United States should decide to put pressure on individual
Ol)EC members llcfore the September meeting--and I would not be opposed
to an inte11 i gent operation along these lines--Akins \vould be an
asset, not n liability.
Akins :is, of course, controversial in some quarters. He is extrernely
blunt:. As long as it is conducted Hith respect, I have never found
frankness an objectionable trait in subordinates. Others are
more sensitive to such things.
At very least I would hope that Akins would be offered another significant
post within the Department of State. It would be a real pity for this
eountry to lose his rather unique services.

A;12

The Washington Star

Thu!1day, August 21, 1975

State Dep't. Shuffle

v y to Sa ·d"s
By Jeremiah O'Leary
and Roberta Hornig

Washington Star Staff Wrilel'S,
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Dlck cCormack is ow with American Dterpri•e
Institute -- tella
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to talk.)

Tuesday 1/6/76

11:20

Dick McCormack said he had just spent a month in
Israel, Saudi Arabia, etc. , and had done a tight
analysis of the situation which discusses the U. S.
political situation.
He sent a copy to Brent Scowcroft and has sent you
a copy (now attached).
296-5616
American Enterprises, Inc.

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL

1976:

THE YEAR OF DECISION

Practical Steps Toward the Achievement of a Permanent Middle East Settlement

Memorandum by Richard McCormack ·
January 6, 1976

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL

SUMMARY

I have spent much of the past several months pulling together the
latest information--political, economic, and military--as it related to
American Middle East policy.
I concluded that conditions both domestically and in the Middle East
had so remarkably evolved in the past year that major movement toward a
permanent peace settlement was possible in 1976. Of crucial significance
were important new perceptions on the part of a rapidly growing segment
of the informed American Jewish community about the desirability of a
settlement in the Middle East to forestall budding world anti-Semitism,
and the growing disillusionment by major parts of Israeli public opinion
with their government's policies of austerity and confrontation.
While the American Jewish community would resent any bullying of
Israel, a diplomatic initiative leading to a compromise settlement which
safeguarded Israel's right to exist and security would, if clearly explained to the American people by the President, receive far broader support this year than last.
I have also concluded that grave dangers for both the United States
and Israel exist unless advantage is taken of the opportunity posed by a
temporarily desovietized Egypt to move irreversibly toward a moderate
compromise settlement during 1976.
Finally, I have concluded that President Ford has little to lose
politically and a great deal to gain by taking positive measures toward
a permanent settlement in the Middle East. I have also listed some possible tactical steps by which this can be done.
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INTRODUCTION

Last week I returned from a month long tour of Middle East capitals including those of Saudi Arabia, Syria, and Israel. I spoke with senior
Government officials, military officers, local American Embassy personnel,
and with a fairly large number of ordinary citizens, both Arab and Israeli,
whom I interviewed in depth regarding their views on a future permanent
settlement of the Middle East conflict.
Because of my own extensive background in American politics at the national level, I also analyzed this aspect of the problem and spoke with
a number of influential members of the American Jewish community, including
members of the Council on Foreign Relations in New York prior to my visit
to the Middle East.
There follows the principal conclusions from this trip, the analysis of
the domestic American political factor, and an outline of tactical steps
by which the President could implement new measures toward a permanent
peace in the Middle East.

CONCLUSIONS

1.

The Arab states surrounding Israel would accept and enforce a permanent
compromise settlement roughly along the lines of the pre-1967 borders.
The legitimate Arab powers will not support extreme Palestinian demands
either now or later. It should be remembered that Hussein drove the militant Palestinians out of Jordan by force, that previously King Faisal of
Saudi Arabia expelled all Palestinians from his kingdom, and that even
the Syrians carefully limit the Palestinian's role in their country.

2.

Arab fear of future Israeli expansionism is genuine. Their concern is
long-term and includes the possibility that a major radical change in
Soviet policy on Jewish emmigration to Israel or an anti-Jewish wave in
a major Western country could provide Israel with still another large
infusion of immigrants needing land. Golda Meir's recent call for two
million more Jewish immigrants to Israel can only exacerbate Arab fears
about long-range Israeli intentions. It is this fear combined with
wounded Arab pride, rather than a special affection for the Palestinians
per se, that fuel the Arab confrontation against Israel.

3.

The Israelis would fight almost to the last man to protect Israeli heartland, but that the great bulk of Israeli public opinion would accept a
final compromise settlement along the lines of the 1967 borders, with modification for a new status for Jerusalem, if this would bring r~ab~e~ce.

The ordinary man on the street, as well as many educated Israelis, is
tired of the expense, strain, and cost in lives of the protracted con- 1
frontation with no end in sight. During the past year alone, there
were five major devaluations of the currency, and riots in the streets
as a consequence of these and other economic conditions. The disenchantment by many of the people of Israel with the present policy of
austerity and confrontation has been commented on by a number of recent
scholarly articles (see Appendix "A").
4.

The image of the people of Israel as now being unwilling to accept a
compromise settlement appears to be an incomplete picture generated by
a very vocal minority of orthodox religious types and extremist officials, young kibutzniks agitating for farm land in the occupied Arab
territories, a Government whose potentially moderate faction is too weak
to do anything but hang tough for a perpetuation of the status quo, and
by the very active Israeli lobby in Washington.

5.

The hard-core
to compromise
The most they
confederation
if conditions

6.

Prime Minister Rabin, even if he were so inclined personally, could not
get his cabinet--particularly the ultra orthodox faction which has a key
veto position in the present government make-up--to accept major new steps
toward a permanent peace settlement unless he were able to say to his
cabinet that President Ford had given him no choice.

7.

8.

9.

10.

political and military leadership of Israel is not willing
to the point of permitting an independent Palestinian state.
would accept, unless under duress, would be a West Bank/Gaza
with Israel or Jordan which could ultimately be absorbed
warrant. This is, of course, unacceptable to the Arabs.

The debate within the Israeli Government, settled recently, really wasn't
about how to build a meaningful, lasting peace with an independent Palestinian state. Rather, the Allan/Rabin controversy appears to be largely
about Israel's image abroad and negotiating tactics at the forthcoming
. U. N. debate.
For all these reasons, it will take strong and direct U.S. pressure to
persuade the Israeli Government to negotiate seriously with the Palestinians and ultimately to sign a compromise settlement.
The forthcoming United Nations session provides one possible opportunity
· for clarifying some of the issues between Israelis and Palestinians. The
open sessions, however, may see a great deal of damaging posturing and
breast-beating unless the United States quickly moves to urge moderation
on the PLO.
President Ford and Secretary Kissinger should immediately send emissaries
to urge the PLO and the confrontation Arab states to adopt a moderate and
balanced posture at the forthcoming United Nations debate on Palestinian
questions. The emissaries should also inform the Palestinians and Arabs
that the President hopes that some real progress may be forthcoming but
that it is important that Israeli and United States' public opinion see
the PLO and Palestinians as moderates and not committed to the destruction
of the Jewish state of Israel.
·

11.

The President should also decline to give Foreign Minister Allon on
his forthcoming visit assurances that the United States will not press
behind the scenes for a settlement or for progress in 1976. Instead
he should stress the concern about a future war. The President should
make sure that all senior U. S. officials follow this same line. Otherwise informal pledges given by subordinate officials may be publicized
in exaggerated form and limit the President's future options.

12.

Meaningful private negotiations behind the scenes between Israelis and
Palestinians will only take place if the United States insists and
participates. Foreign Minister Allon in his forthcoming visit to Washington may press President Ford for a pledge not to engineer such sessions or press for progress on Mideast issues in 1976.

13.

Large-scale economic inducements to both Israelis and Palestinians by
the U. S. and Saudi Arabia will play an important part in a final settlement, but only after preliminary negotiations on questions of borders,
sovereignty and the like are well along.

14.

Russia may have an interest in perpetuating an unstable situation in the
Middle East. One could, however, almost certainly expect the extremist
Palestinian faction, the Irreconcilables, to do all in its power to prevent progress toward a final settlement of the dispute. For different
reasons, the hard-line Israelis in the Military and in Government will
act similarly. One can reasonably anticipate the most ruthless and
Machiavellian operations to impair the atmosphere of compromise and weaken
the credibility of moderates everywhere who are trying to bring a settlement closer. There is little one can do about these at this point except
to warn all parties that this sort of behavior will not be tolerated and
warn against overreaction to incidents, however outrageous they may be.

15.

Toynbee's prediction of a worldwide wave of anti-Semitism may be tragically fulfilled unless statesmen who understand the larger forces that
contribute to historic cycles wrest control of events from the extremists
on both sides. Anti-boycott measures rammed through state legislatures
can only produce displeasure toward Israel and her supporters by those
adversely impacted in the business and financial world.
Mexico's abjectly retreating from her earlier stand on the silly antiZionism vote in the U. N. in the face of economic blackmail humiliated
proud Mexicans. As this battle goes on, and as the Arabs grow more sophisticated in their use of money and propaganda, Israel's counter measures
and those of her Jewish supporters will have to be more and more strenuous
and blatant. And more and more enemies will be created by those on the
receiving end of the muscle.

16.

Senior Israeli intelligence officials still try to convince some visitors
that one more war in the next year ot two--particularly if the United States
were to occupy the oil fields in the aftermath of another oil embargo-could solve the issue for many years to come. But I cannot believe that
this view will prevail within the Israeli Government; and I cannot believe
that the United States would be so passive in its diplomacy and so profligate of its economic and military assistance so· as to encourage the Israelis
to move in this direction.

17.

While the Israelis presently have sufficient arms to throughly defeat
the Syrians and all possible present combinations of Arabs, they would
not have sufficient weapons to fight the following war. And any unjustified Israeli attack could so antagonize the United States public opinion
an~ Government that resupply could be a problem.
Israel would also have
to count on Egypt going radical and recalling the Soviet military mission
even if Israel were to mount an attack only against Syria. Virtually all
Arabs would become extremely bitter if the Israelis were to launch such
an attack, particularly the kind of go-for-broke, army smashing kind of
attack that Israel would be certain to conduct under present circumstances.
But weapons can be replaced, and with a huge Arab manpower pool, so can
the soldiers. With Arab manpower, oil dollars, and Soviet arms, it would
be only a question of a few years before a new deadly assault were mounted
against Israel. I see virtually no way out of this for Israel unless she
manages to draw the United States directly into the conflict. She may
be hoping to do so, either directly or indirectly through a campaign to
break up the subsequent oil boycott by occupying the oil fields. But
failing this, one more war clearly initiated by Israel could be a fatal
disaster for her. It could leave her utterly isolated and friendless.

18.

The Arabs will interpret continued Israeli colonization of the captured
territories and calls for massive new immigration as an indication that
the Israelis have absolutely no intention of coming to a final settlement
which would return the bulk of captured territories to the Arabs.

19.

A lack of progress toward a permanent settlement will sooner or later result in a more militant posture by Egypt, which in turn will result in
vastly increased Soviet presence and power in Egypt.

20.

Any new Arab military moves toward Israel may be accompanied by a last
minute airlift from the Soviet Union or Syria of a modern and effective
mobile air defense system to permit the Jordanian Army to cooperate in
the combined Arab attack.

21.

In the meantime, the Arabs will have made increased inroads in influencing
American and world public opinion, and the influx of Arab money will accelerate this process. And in the long run, this will tend to erode support
for Israel's post-1967 territorial possessions.

22.

Any American public opinion shift will endanger the present level of support which the United States provides Israel, both military and economic.
Increasingly the American people will become aware of the high cost and
danger of this whole program.

23.

During this election year, the militant Israeli lobbyists will once again
contact the various presidential candidates, of both parties, to solicit
pledges of support on Israel. It will be very difficult for any candidate
to resist making suitable pledges, which will subsequently make it more
difficult to put direct pressure on Israel to do things which are really
even in its own long term interest.

24.

Unless Israel can be persuaded voluntarily to come to terms with her
neighbors, the inevitable military attempt by the Arabs will be mounted.

25.

War is always unpredictable, and the decisive factor may be Russiansupplied tactical and anti-aircraft weaponry even more sophisticated
and effective than that supplied to Israel by the U. S. This is unlikely but possible.

26.

Pro-Arab spokesmen and propagandists in the U. N. and elsewhere will
continue to attempt to reignite a form of anti-Semitism in the United
States which could endanger some of the enormous gains made by the
American Jewish community over the past 15 years. This could have
acute repercussions in the event that another war were to break out
triggering a new oil embargo and subsequent unemployment; and requiring
massively expensive infusions of American weaponry, or possible air
cover.

27.

Pentagon complaints might explode openly in the event that America's
own defense posture were threatened by heavy draw-downs of equipment
for the Middle East in a new war.

28.

All of these points suggest that the American Jewish community has an
enormous stake in encouraging Israel to come to terms with her neighbors.

29.

The American Jewish community can honorably agree to the following peace terms:
a. Recognition of a pre-1967 sized Israel by all the Arabs
including the PLO.
b. Independent demilitarized Palestine forged out of the
West Bank and Gaza subsidized by Saudi Arabia and the
United States.
c. An American guarantee of Israel's security together with
an expanded force of technicians provided by the United
States to patrol the circumference of Israel during a fiveyear transition.
d. Phased return by Israel to approximately the 1967 borders,
with modification for a new status for Jerusalem.
e. Phased mutual and balanced arms reduction by the belligerent forces.
f. Elimination of all economic boycotts.

30.

Arafat and his PLO would almost certainly win any Palestinian referendum.
By giving Arafat and his militant Palestinians a West Bank/Gaza state of
their own, it would provide these Palestinians with an incentive to keep
peace in the area. Not only would officially condoned terrorist activity
against Israel which displeased the Saudis result in a cut off of their
subsidies, but any militance by the tiny divided Palestinian state would
be swiftly crushed by an invasion and occupation by the Israelis. And
once Arafat is a prime minister, I wonder if he would relish the prospect
of returning to the status of a fugitive guerrilla leader with the slim
prospects.
J'
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31.

As a matter of course, the boycott and other forms of hindrance against
the full participation of Israeli citizens in the economic life of the
entire burgeoning region would have to be eliminated in a final settlement. Given innate Israeli skills and abilities, there is no reason
wh~ the elimination of all restrictions, and Israel's geographic position should not permit standards of living in Israel to be among the
world's highest within ten years of a final peace settlement.

32.

Some U. S. officials may have tentatively decided that no major steps
toward bringing about a settlement in the Middle East problem are possible in 1976 because of their judgment about domestic considerations
in an election year.

33.

It is my understanding that no pledges have been made thus far to the
Israelis which would preclude the Administration's taking major new
steps toward achieving a settlement in the Middle East if the President's
political advisors were to give him the green light to move. The only
pledge along these lines which was made was the pledge to consult with
the Israelis on subsequent major moves in the Middle East.

34.

The question which now must be addressed by the President's political
advisors is this: have domestic political conditions so altered so as
to make feasible and desirable major Presidential moves toward a permanent settlement in the Middle East? This judgment must be made by those who
know the evolution of political opinion in the United States most intimately, the senior political advisors most trusted by the President.

-;-

ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE U. S. POLITICAL SITUATION

1.

President Ford already has informed the Israelis and their lobbyists
that while he, like all Americans, supports the security of Israel,
he does not support Israel's conquests.

2.

Therefore, those who support a permanently expanded Israel must assume
that Ford, after his reelection, will work to press Israel to disgorge
most of her 1967 conquests and compromise with the Palestinians.

3.

Presumably these supporters consequently will work for the defeat of
President Ford by candidates pledged to support Israel totally. (Indeed, there were advertisements covering a third of a page in The New
York Times during their Reappraisal last March, paid for by the American Jews Against Ford, urging that America's Jews support primary and
general election opponents against Ford.) Subsequently Mr. Reagan's
senior staff members have been quoted privately as saying that Reagan
had "taken the pledge" to support Israel 100%. And many of the Democratic candidates will certainly have taken pro-Israeli pledges.

4.

One would have to assume, therefore, that Ford has little to lose politically at this point by following his instincts and conscience on the
whole question of Israel.

5.

Of crucial importance is also the new thinking of major segments of the
informed Jewish opinion in the United States, taking a far more balanced
approach toward a settlement with the Palestinians. For example, the
editorial boards of both The Washington Post and The New York Times,
formerly pro-Zionist, have in recent months modified their editorial
policies, urging Israel to negotiate with the Palestinians. Indeed,
there is the ironic situation whereby these pro-Israeli newspapers are
actually putting more pressure on Israel to negotiate than some U.S. officials
who are telling the Israelis that it is all right to sit tight during
the entire 1976 while we get our elections over with. This is an odd
situation, to say the least, and in my judgment may come from part of
American officialdom being out of touch with rapid developments in American public opinion, and perhaps being more sensitive to the noise generated by the Israeli Embassy and the paid and very active Israeli lobbyist
organizations in Washington than to the present views of much of the informed part of the American Jewish community itself, which is growing increasingly apprehensive about the worldwide rise of anti-Semitism stemming
ultimately from the lack of a settlement in the Middle East.

6.

Finally, in all candor, it appears that President Ford faces a situation
whereby many Americans, particularly in the Media, question his efficacy
as President. Nothing would silence these critics more dramatically, or
impress the American electorate more deeply, than a series of successful
operations resulting in major progress toward a permanent and lasting Middle East settlement. This goal has eluded every President since World
War II.

TACTICAL STEPS

1.

The President should decline to give assurances to Mr. Allon that he
would not press for some progress toward a permanent settlement in
1976.' Mr. Allon, who will be arriving today should also be firmly
told that the President is seriously concerned about the prospect of
another war in the Middle East .. He should say that he thinks that it
is time that the Israelis seriously move toward permanent settlement,
beginning with aU. N./U. S. supervized referendum in the West Bank
and Gaza to establish the will of the people as to their political
future . . . confederated with Israel, linked to Jordan, independent
under PLO leadership, or independent under other local Palestinian
leadership. The President should make certain that all major officials
involved in Middle East policy repeat this same general line, otherwise
officials of a subordinate rank might inadvertently make commitments
or give assurances which would subsequently be publicized in exaggerated
form by the Israelis and limit the President's freedom of action.

2.

Immediately, the President should send word to the PLO and the confrontation Arab states urging them to adopt a moderate and balanced posture
at the forthcoming United Nations debate on Palestinian questions. The
President should also inform the Palestinians and the other Arabs that
he hopes that some real progress may materialize during the coming year,
but that it is of utmost importance that Israeli and United States' public opinion see the PLO and the Palestinians as moderates, not committed
to the destruction of the state of Israel. Israeli intelligence will,
of course, learn of this message; but this should only serve to underscore the President's statement to Allon. The same urgings should be
made upon the Arab ambassadors in Washington by other U. S. officials.

3.

During the United Nation's debate on Palestine, the U. S. should try to
work behind the scenes with both parties to see if one could bring them
closer to a concensus. If the Palestinians reject the President's request for moderation at the U. N. because of internal problems in the
Palestinian movement with extremists, or for other than tactical considerations, a judgment will have to be made as to the feasibility of moving
ahead, in view of what will certainly be harsh criticism in the United
States media. Right now all experts in the U. S. government anticipate
the probability of a highly emotional United Nations debate, unless we act
firmly to forestall it or channel it in a constructive way.

4.

If the President succeeds in tempering the quality of the U. N. debate,
and elicits moderate responses from the PLO, the President should subsequently underscore his insistence that the Israelis work toward a compromise settlement during Rabin's visit which is scheduled.immediately after
the U. N. debate. The President should make the following points to Prime
Minister Rabin:
a.

He is very concerned about the possibility of another war in
the Middle East with the possibility of a confrontation with
the USSR and the near certainty of an oil embargo which would

. ';_I-

leave the United States with the option of accepting
unemployment, recession and gas lines, or an actual
war to seize the oil fields or what was left of the
oil fields after the demolition by the Arabs.
b.

He considers the risks to the United States of a donothing policy in 1976 regarding the Middle East as
being unacceptable. That he considers Sadat's willingness and ability to compromise because of the
removal of the Soviet military presence from Egypt
to be a golden opportunity. This could all change
if Sadat were replaced by a hot head who would argue
that Israel has no intention of coming to a permanent
settlement, citing Israeli colonization of captured
territories, and who would invite the Soviets back
into Egypt in force. This event would greatly reduce
the willingness and ability of the other Arabs to
compromise favorably to Israel, counting instead on
imposing a settlement on Israel by force.

c.

He is deeply concerned about the outbreak of a worldwide wave of anti-Semitism as the Arab powers flex
their increasingly massive and sophisticated diplomatic,
financial and public relations muscle, and Israel and
her supporters respond with heavy-handed arm twisting
of their own. Ford should cite the Toynbee prediction
of a massive and savage wave of anti-Semitism of worldwide proportions unless the Middle East question is
settled and settled soon. Ford should cite the reaction
in Mexico to the economic boycott and pressure by the
American Jewish community responding to Mexico's vote
on the silly anti-Zionism question in the U. N. and the
deep humiliation felt in Mexico at having to publicly
back down and eat crow in Tel Aviv to avoid a tourism
disaster. Ford should bring up the anger which will be
felt by bankers and businessmen alike as they are embarrassed and financially harmed by the anti-boycott measures which are being rammed through U. S. legislatures
in New York, Illinois and elsewhere.

d.

That these anti-boycott measures also threaten massive
and utterly vital United States interests in Saudi Arabia.

e.

Ford should point out that the continuing confrontation
with the Arabs is costing Israel itself immense sums of
money and great financial and personal strain to ordinary
Israeli citizens: massive inflation; five devaluations
took place in one year; the Israeli pound which was worth
four dollars in 1948 is now worth nine U. S. cents on the
black market in Israel; riots in the streets of Israel
have taken place because of the financial and economic
strain in Israel. The leaders of Israel have a deep obliga-_.
tion to seek a permanent settlement with their neighbors
in the interests of their own people.
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5.

f.

In the event that the PLO is forthcoming in the U.N., Ford
can say that the PLO has indicated willingness to come to
moderate terms with their neighbors--but that an independent
Palestinian state consisting of the West Bank and Gaza was
an absolute necessity.
Ford should tell Rabin that if
he and his government fail to agree to a U. N./U. S. supervised referendum leading to a settlement which includes an
independent Palestinian state, that he, Ford, will make a
major televised speech to the Nation saying approximately
the same thing as he now was telling Rabin, and calling for
a Palestinian referendum on the West Bank, Gaza and in the
refugee camps to let the Palestinian people decide their own
fate.

g.

President Ford can say that he views the establishment of such an
independent state to be the heart of the matter. Once this
happens the other outstanding questions such as the demilitarization and return to Egypt and Syria of the Sinai and
the Golan can be negotiated over a somewhat longer period as
Palestinian peaceful intentions and good faith are shown.
The main thing is to start the wheels now irreversibly moving
toward the rapid establishment of an independent Palestinian
homeland.

Immediately after this conversation with Rabin, Ford should convene
a meeting with leaders of the American Jewish community, including
the heads of the television networks and tell them very candidly the
same message that he gave Rabin. And that he as President feels a
responsibility to the American people to bring this matter to a
settlement and that he asks for their active help and support; and
failing that at least for their acceptance of his pressure on Israel.
Ford can tell both Rabin and the delegation of influential American
Jews that he intends to support a multi-billion dollar development
bank for Israel and for the other confrontation states, as part of
the final settlement.
It is very important that the President speak directly with the more
informed and moderate leaders of the American Jewish community.
Otherwise the Jewish community will take its cue from Rabin himself or
from the extremist Israeli lobbyists in Washington.

6.

The Israeli reaction to all this will be to propose various delaying
tactics. We have seen in the Vietnam negotiations that these can
drag on indefinitely if there is no real necessity for either party
to come to terms with the other. If the President presses hard
enough, Israel can easily agree to negotiate with anyone, but then string
out the talks for months and even years hoping that conditions will
change, that a new administration more indebted to the Israeli" lobby'\
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will be elected, thus removing the immediate political necessity
for compromising with the Palestinians. To forestall these
utterly predictable Israeli delaying tactics, President Ford
should tentatively set a date for a West Bank, Gaza referendum
and hold Rabin to a mid-summer 1976 deadline for these elections.
President Ford should also prepare a major address to the nation
on the Middle East in any case so as to forestall a possible
campaign of disinformation and protest by the Israeli lobby.
President Ford should not allow the Israeli lobby to portray him
as being anti-Israeli, because he is not. It is in the interest
of everybody--American, Israeli, and Palestinian--to get this
whole matter off dead center. The only real long-term losers
would be the Soviet Union which profits by the regional instability.
Since everyone's interests are so massively in favor of a settlement in the Middle East, once this is made clear to the American
people through a speech, there is absolutely no way that any
domestic political opponent could win points by advocating the
hard-line Israeli position. But it is important that the real
issues be brought into the open.
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May 18, 1976
Dear Phil;
All of us attending the ceremony on Monday were impressed by both
the quality and the delivery of the President's remarks. The President
acquired a lot of active supporters in those few minutes.

Richard McCormack
Philip Buchen
The White House
Washington, D.C.

